
42 Three Strands

Summary

Berlin's earlier writings, up to the mid-1950s, introduce all of his

principal themes: his broadly empiricist but historically informed
äpproãch to philosophy, in contrast with ahistorical scientism on the

onè hand and grand-theory historicism on the other; his opposition
to Marxism að a dangerous combination of both scientism and
historicism, and of authoritarianism and monism; his excavations
among the Russian thinkers of the nineteenth century for the roots
of both revolutionary fanaticism and its moderate liberal antidote;
and his insistence, informed by his Jewish identity, on the univer-
sal role and value of cultural belonging. All of these concerns

remained important to Berlin throughout his career, but it was
the conflict with Marxism, in the name of individual liberty, that
became his most pressing project as the 1950s unfolded.
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The Betrøyøl of Freedom

In the middle part of Berlin's career, in the 1950s, his immediate
focus was the threat posed to liberal democracy by Soviet commu-
nism.l His view that the Soviet system and the Marxist philosophy
underlying it are fundamentally opposed to individual liberty is
deeply felt and memorably expressed. Thus far, however, this was
a position shared by many contemporaries, such as F. A. Hayek,
Karl Popper and Jacob Tälmon.2 The originality of Berlin's anti-
communism is twofold. First, he analyses the Marxist threat to
liberty not merely as a rejection or devaluing, but as a hijacking and
subsequent corruption of the idea. The problem is not outright
opposition to freedom, but a more insidious betrayal of the very
concept of freedom by political leaders and intellectuals. Secondly,
Berlin hints that the roots of the betrayal lie deeper than the crude
logic of Sovietism or even the more sophisticated system of Marx.
Rather, the sources of Stalinist tyranny are to be found at the heart
of modern political thought, in both its romantic and scientistic
streams.

In this chapter I discuss Berlin's work of the early 1950s in three
sections. First, I examine those of his pieces that are most explicitly
shots fired in the Cold War. The second section traces Berlin's
archaeology of Soviet totalitarianism at the deeper level of deter-
minist historical theory. In the third section I set out his account of
the most prominent 'enemies of human liberty' of modern times,
preparing the ground for my treatment of 'Two Concepts of Liberty'
in the next chapter.
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Cold War

Berlin is a declared opponent of 'totalitarianism'. It is worth noting,
however, that it is totalitarianism in its specifically soviet rathãr
than fascist form that usually concerns him - and this despite his
Jewish identity. In part this may be because by the time he returned
to oxford after the war and began to emerge as a political thinker
of note, fascism had been defeated militarily and replaced by com-
munism as the greatest threat to liberty. Churchill's 'iron curtain,
speech of 1,946 announced the terms of the tense ideological stand-
off between international communism and capitalist libõral democ-
racy that was to last for the next forty years. under these conditions
Berlin, with lìis Russian background and his reputation for general
political shrewdness established by the wartime dispatchei from
Washington, was well placed to become a prominent political
commentator.

A sign of Berlin's growing status was an invitation to contribute
to the prestigious American journal Foreign At't'airs, for which he
wrote two articles. One of these, 'Generalissimo Stalin and the Art
of Government' (1952), published under the pseudonym ,O. Utis,
to protect Berlin's Russian relatives and friends from reprisals, is
representative of his more explicitly Cold War writings.3 The essay
analyses the classic Stalinist pattern of alternating waves of repres-
sion and liberalization, under which even (or especially) the Com-
munist Party faithful are kept in a near-constant state of tension and
fear. Failure to predict and adjust to the next shift in the ,general

line' could have fatal consequences. This phenomenon haã been
vividly brought home to Berlin in his meetings with pasternak and
Akhmatova, and he notes that it is an especially agonizing problem
for people such as writers and artists whose busiñess it is io make
public statements (SM, 103).

Berlin argues that these sudden, dangerous changes in the offi-
cial Soviet view should be attributed not merely to Stalin,s whims
or to the shifting imperatives of national interest, but to a deliber-
ate policy based on a new theory of government, which he calls
tlre 'artificial dialectic' (5M,1,07). Any revolutionary regime, Berlin
explains, is th¡eatened by two dangers. Either the revõlution may
go too far, striking at all institutions and authorities to a degree thát
menaces the revolutionary leadership itself, or it may, aftei achiev-
ing its initial goals,lose its momentum and gradually return to the
status quo it sought to overturn. An additional problem for distinc-
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tively Marxist revolutions is that, according to their determinist
theory of history, there is no escape from a 'dialectical' process in
w¡ich peaks of revolutionary energy are followed by troughs of
inaction. Marxist historical theory seems to invite submission to
these peaks and troughs, yet any of these could lead to an excess

or deficiency of action that would destroy the revolution and
the regime. Stalin's solution, Berlin argues, is to take control of the
dialectical process, deliberately stimulating the peaks of revolu-
tionary activity - that is, suppressing opposition - and just as delib-
erately judging when to ease off the pressure and allow something
of a return to normality. This artificial dialectic is 'Stalin's most orig-
inal invention, his major contribution to the art of government' (SM,
l1q.k is this that enables the dictator to steer between the extremes
that could ruin him, and of course it is this that explains the ap-
parently arbitrary adjustments of the Party line. These shifts are
necessary to maintain 'the perpetual tension - the condition of
permanent wartime mobilization - which alone enables so unnat-
ural a form of life to be carried on' (5M,1,1.4).

'Generalissimo Stalin' is more an expression of Berlin's talent for
dark irony than a serious analysis of Stalinism. It contains some
important insights, nevertheless, not least concerning the logical
and practical difficulties entailed by a thoroughgoing historical
determinism. But these are matters Berlin discusses more fully else-
where, and I shall come to them later in this chapter. The most strik-
ing feature of the piece is the directness of its focus on current
political practice. In Berlin's better-known writings his approach is
politically more oblique, evoking deeper intellectual sources and
broader historical consequences.

Typical of this more characteristic approach is tl"re lecture
'Democracy, Communism and the Individual' (1.949), delivered at
Mount Holyoke College, Massachusetts, while Berlin was a visiting
fellow at the Russian Research Centre at Harvard. His surviving
notes sketch or suggest most of the central themes of his character-
istic analysis of communism. 'Eighteenth-century rationalism' is the
root both of liberal democracy and of communism, since both draw
on the notion that questions of morals and politics are susceptible
to a scientific approach that will yield certain knowledge. In liberal
democracy this rationalism is tempered by an acceptance of the fact
that basic values such as liberty and equality are incompatible and
must be traded off against one another in particular cases, and by
the importance attached to the moral autonomy of the individual
and the political expression of this in the idea of inalienable
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individual rights. The Communist view, on the other hand, places
no such restrictions on the claims of rationalism. According to the
'scientific' account given by Marxism, ideals and values are merely
expressions of class interests which are destined either to victory or
to defeat by the inexorable laws of history. Those laws can be known
with certainty by experts, whose scientific formulations provide
infallible guidance for the state. Consequently, those who dissent
from the state's directions 'necessarily place themselves in opposi-
tion to the juggernaut of history, that is to say, are behaving suici-
dally, which proves that they are irrational, blind, mad, not worth
listening to,. . . to be swept away as an obstacle to progress'.n In
education, for example, the Communist goal is not to encourage
autonomous judgement, but rather to fit the individual to the social
plan laid down by the authorities.

Later in the lecture Berlin introduces a warning for liberal democ-
racies. Although Soviet communism expresses totalitarian tenden-
cies in their most extreme form, the general 'rationalist' outlook at
its root is also 'widespread beyond the confines of Russia today'.s
In the West too, Berlin suggests, the liberty of the individual is
under threat from rationalist planning. The difference is that while
the Communists see society as 'a correctional institution, a cross
between a reformatory and Dotheboys Hall', the 'more benevolent
view' of the Western welfare state is that 'society is an enormous
hospital and all men are inmates, each suffering in greater or lesser
degree from some kind of malaise or maladjustment, which it is the
duiy of education to cure or at least to make bearable'.6

The Mount Holyoke lecture is to some extent no more than
typical of the anti-communism of the period, but it also hints at
some of Berlin's broader themes to come. The plea for individual
liberty in the face of the totalitarian state is, of course, a staple
of liberal writing. The fear that Western social democracy is not
immune to the totalitarian contagion had also been expressed by
Hayek in The Road to Serfdom (1944) and by George Orwell in Nine-
teen Eighty-Four (1.949). But Berlin hints at concerns that go deeper
than standard liberal views when he traces both communism and
liberal democracy to a common root in Enlightenment rationalism,
and again when he contrasts the attitudes of the two systems to
value conflict. These points look forward to his later explorations
of the relationship between the Enlightenment and romanticism,
and of opposition between value pluralism and monism.

Berlin's intellectual net is cast wider still in the second essay he
wrote for Foreign Affairs,'Political Ideas in the Twentieth Century'
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(1950). There he addresses the question: what is distinctive about
twentieth-century political thought? His short answer is: its irra-
tionalism. The great ideologies of the nineteenth century, liberalism
and socialism, were opposed to each other in many ways but united
in the rationalist optimism they both inherited from the Enlighten-
rnent. On this view, all significant human problems could be for-
mulated rationally and, at least in principle, rationally resolved.
The march of tl're human intellect, aided by the fundamental good-
ness of human nature, would triurnph eventually. Howeveç Berlin
argues, as the nineteenth century wore on, rationalist reforms con-
tinued to be resisted by established institutions and interests, and
in the face of this provocation a more militant approach to social
change emerged. Marx is, of course, a key figure in this connection,
rejecting the Enlightenment faith in reasoned argument on the
ground that beliefs and values are merely reflections of more fun-
damental class interests, which are in turn determined by a society's
economic structure. What is required is not disinterested reason,
but revolutionary consciousness. Lenin takes this thinking a stage
further. Disinterested inquiry is positively harmful to the revolu-
tion, since it merely divides the intellectuals and, through them, the
people, and leads to the dissipation of revolutionary elìergy. For
Lenin, the revolution will succeed only if an elite of informed
leaders disciplines the masses to accept their authority unquestion-
ingly. The goal of the revolution is still the Enlightenment dream of
the rational society, but the means by which that goal is to be
pursued involve a repudiation of reasoned judgement on the part
of tl-re unreliable masses, and its replacement by implicit devotion
to the Party and its leaders.

The Communist method is also that of the Fascists: both aim
at 'the training of individuals incapable of being troubled by
questions' which would upset the system (L, 77). Such questions
are regarded as symptoms of neuroses, to be cured rather than
answered. Questions of this kind will not even be raised by people
who have undergone the appropriate preparation, which is not edu-
cation but psychological conditioning applied through the agency
of institutions, myths and a general culture of conformity. The
process may involve the use of old terminology, but this will be
given new meanings in keeping with the requirements of the regime
- a point anticipating Berlin's later discussion of the totalitarian dis-
tortion of the idea of freedom. The general atmosphere of the totali-
tarian state is hostile to questions other than the merely technical,
concerning means to accepted ends. This is, Berlin notes, the age of
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the expert and the manager. Artists, on the other hand, are regarded
with suspicion because of their propensity to raise disturbing issues
and to imagine alternatives.

As in the Mount Holyoke lecture, Berlin sees the thought patterns
underlying totalitarian societies as a problem for contemporary
liberal democracies too. Hostility to the questioning of ends takes
an extreme form under fascism, which openly celebrates a cult of
the irrational, and under communism, which worships 'science',
but only as providing the technical means to the achievement of
ends rigidly enforced by the Party. The same basic pattern, although
not so brutally embodied, is also present in the West, where the
unquestioned end is that of economic prosperity, and public debate
is largely confined to how this may be achieved most efficiently (L,

83). 'The great philanthropic foundations of the West' are genuinely
concerned to promote human well-being, but conceive this 'almost
entirely in therapeutic terms', that is, as the harmonization of
human behaviour with a predetermined set of norms which are
themselves taken for granted (L,87). Once again, if the Fascist and
Communist image of society is that of a prison or reformatory,
the capitalist image is that of a hospital. Between the prison and the
hospital, despite important differences, there is a certain common-
ality, namely the denial of the capacity of individual human beings
to judge for themselves what matters to them and how they ought
to live. 'Both these tendencies - which spring from a common root
- are hostile to the development of men as creative and self-direct-
ing beings' (L, BB). Even the mild paternalism of the New Deal or
European social democracy involves a significant loss of individual
liberty in its tendency to narrow the individual's field of choice,
whiclr includes the freedom'to commit blunders' (L,91).

The undermining of the individual's capacity for choice becomes,
in some passages of Berlin's thought, something like the supreme
evil. In a letter to George Kennan (1951) he writes:

[T]he one thing which no utilitarian paradise, no promise of eternal
harmony in the future within some vast organic wl-role will make us
accept is the use of human beings as mere means - the doctoring
of them until they are made to do what they do, not for the sake of
the purposes which are their purposes, fulfilment of hopes which
however foolish or desperate are at least their own, but for reasons
which only we, the manipulators, who freely twist them for our
purposes, can understand. (L,339)
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But there is a problem here, oue that bears on the relation between

Berlin's liberalism and his value pluralism. Berlin's pluralism, as I

shall show in more detail later, includes the idea that no single
human good absolutely overrides all others. Yet if there is no
supreme good, then there is no supreme evil either.T A consistent
vaÎue pluralist cannot rule out the possibility that in some cases

there may be good reason to exchange or diminish individual choice
for the sake of some other good, for example social justice. In 1951

Berlin's express commitment to the idea of value pluralism still lay
in the future. But the conceptual problem is already latent. Is
Berlin's liberal devotion to a Kantian respect for persons in conflict
with the pluralism that is already developing in his thought and
that he will later embrace explicitly?

The tension between liberalism and pluralism in Berlin's thought
will require further investigation (chapters 6 andT), but the outline
of his answer to the problem is already evident in 'Political ldeas'.
Individual choice is a value that liberals must take very seriously
indeed, but tl-rat does not mean they must fetishize it as an absolute.
For this reason Berlin refuses simply to condemn the planned state
in the name of individual freedom. A reduction of personal liberty
may be a price that must be paid if we are to enjoy other important
goods, such as security from social disorder and economic want.
Berlin's conclusion is worth quoting at length:

The dilemma is logically insoluble: we cannot sacrifice either free-
dom or tl-re organisation needed for its defence, or a minimum stan-
dard of welfare. The way out must therefore lie in some logically
untidy, flexible and even ambiguous compromise. Every situation
calls for its own specific policy, since 'out of the crooked timber of
humanity', as Kant once remarked, 'no straight thing was ever made'.
What the age calls for is not (as we are so often told) more faith, or
stronger leadership, or rnore scientific organisation. Rather it is tl're
opposite - Iess Messianic ardour, more enlightened scepticisrn, more
toleration of idiosyncrasies, more frequent ad lroc measures to achieve
aims in a foreseeable future, more room for the attainrnent of tl'reir
personal ends by individuals and by minorities whose tastes and
beliefs find (whether rigl'rtly or wror-rgly rnust not rnatter) little
response amolìg the majority. What is required is a less mecl'ranical,
less fanatical application of general principles, however rational or
righteous, a more cautious and less arrogantly self-corrfident appli-
cation of accepted, scientifically tested, general solutions to unexarn-
ined individual cases. (L,92)
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Berlin hints here at one of the strategies I shall later propose for rec-

onciling pluralism and liberalism. under pluralism not even liberal
valuesän be absolute, but the very moderation enjoined by

pluralism is cognate with a liberal sensibility-.At the same time,

i-ro*"rr"., Berlin;s remarks oPen uP another problem' If basic human
values such as freedom and security are plural and incommen-
surable, then how can we choose rationally among them when

they conflict? His answer here, 'logically untidy, flexibleand even

urr,tigro.tt compromis e' , may strike some as honest and realistic,

but oíhers as vague and intellectually lazy.lshall return to this issue

in chapter 6.

A further question raised by 'Political Ideas' is that of the influ-
ence on totãlitarianism of the Enlightenment and Counter-
Enlightenment respectively. when Berlin identifies the twentieth
.".tTr.y with 'irratiõnalisrrl, it might seem that he is attributing con-

tempoiary totalitarianism as a whole to the rejection of reason he

associates with certain streams in the Counter-Enlightenment. such

a view would seem to contradict the picture he presents in Kørl

Marx, where he tends to see the totalitarian outlook as a corrupt
development of eighteenth-century rationalistic optimism: Marx is
portrayed there aJinspired more by science (although this takes a

historicist form) than romanticism.
The contradiction is more appafent than real. To begin with, what

Berlin means by'irrationalism' in'Political ldeas'is not so much the

outright rejection of reason found in some counter-Enlightenment
thinkärs, bût rather a narrowing of reason to a purely instrumental
function, the abandonment not óf reason as such but of the reasoned

questioning of ends as well as means. In this sense 'irrationalism'
iä a charac-teristic product not of the Counter-Enlightenment but
of the Enlightenment's scientistic stream with its tendency- to

technocracylln other words,'Political ldeas' is consistent with what
was to becóme Berlin's usual emphasis on the surprising degree to

which the excesses of the twentieth century can be traced to the

Enlightenment, and the equally surprising,potential of the Counter-
Enlilhtenment and romañticism to provide an antidote. This does

not ãrean, however, that Berlin neglects the role of irrationalism in
its more thoroughgoing sense, and thus the role of the Counter-
Enlightenment and rornanticism, in the genesis of totalitarianism in
its F"ascist form in particular. His general view migirt be roughly
summarized as folfows: the Enlightenment is the chief source of
totalitarianism in its Communist variant, whereas the Counter-
Enligl-rtenment and romanticism are the chief sources of fascism.
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But this is a crude generalization that will need qualification in due
course.

Berlin's most basic point in'Political Ideas'is wholly in line with
his emerging pluralist outlook: that fundamental value conflicts
of the kind he identifies between freedom and security should be
seen for what they are, with all the difficulty which that entails.
Such conflicts should not be ignored or disguised by the rhetoric of
national destiny or the end of history or gross national product. The
silencing of the questions that would reveal these collisions is one
of the principal marks of totalitarianism, but the evasion of those
questions is a feature of contemporary forms of liberal and social
democracy too.

In these essays of the early 1950s Berlin shows himself to be a
committed and eloquent Cold Warrior, but not a one-dimensional
one. A penetrating critic of Stalinism, he is also alert to the short-
comings of the democratic camp; indeed, he argues that the two
sides have, to some extent, similar failings and intellectual roots.
The search for those roots, beneath the play of surface phenomena,
is his characteristic project. At this early stage he is able only to hint
at the deepest levels. Beneath Stalin lies Lenin, and beneath Lenin,
Marx. But the most dangerous ideas in Marx have roots in deeper
soil still.

Determinism and history

One of the deeper patterns of thought underlying Marxism is a
certain conception of history. Central to this is the notion of deter-
minism, the idea that all historical change is determined by causes
independent of the will of individual human beings. For Marx, the
ultimate agency of historical change is not the actions of indivi
duals, or even that of social classes, although the latter play a sig-
nificant intermediate role. Rather, history is driven by impersonal
mechanisms at work within the economic base of a society.
These mechanisms operate according to regularities which can be
observed and formulated as a set of laws: history, on the Marxist
view, is a science on the model of the natural sciences. These two
ideas, that history is 'determined', and that it can be treated as a
'science', are not unique to Marxism, but are essential supports for
the Marxist outlook. Berlin takes issue with both of them.

He tackles determinism in an essay that was widely read in the
1950s and 1.960s, 'Historical Inevitability' (1.954). Determinism is
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defined as the view that historical events are caused ultimately by
impersonal forces beyond the control of the individual. Differeni
deferminist accounts variously identify these impersonal forces as

physical factors, or environment, or custom, or the evolution of
tsome larger unit' such as 'a race, a nation, a class, a biological
species...a "spiritual organism", a religion, a civil]qation, a
Hegelian (or Buddhist) World Spirit', and so forth (L,98)' This is not
to say that human agency plays no role at all in the causation of
evenis; rather, human agents are themselves made what they are by
some such antecedent factor (L,7).

Berlin does not argue directly that determinism is false, but
rather that it is incompatible with some of our most basic moral
categories. If we were really to keep faith with determinism in our
lives, we would have to revise those categories drastically, indeed
to an extent we can scarcely imagine. In particular, determinism is
incompatible with our ordinary notion of freedom of choice, and
therefóre with our ordinary notion of moral responsibility. If our
actions are determined by impersonal forces, then they are ulti-
mately beyond our control, attributable to the impersonal forces

and not to our own choice. If so, the idea of 'the individual's
freedom of choice lin a causal sense] . . . is ultimately an illusion,
[and] the notion that human beings could have chosen otherwise
than they did rests upon ignorance of facts' (L,110). Consequently,
the notion that individuals can be held morally responsible for what
they do must also be a mistake, since 'not individuals, but these

larger entities, are ultimately "responsible"' (L,115).'The more we
knów, the farther the area of human freedom, and consequently of
responsibility, is narrowed' (L,110). Along with the notion of moral
resþonsibility perishes any meaningful use of concepts such as

praise or blame, at any rate as we now understand these ideas. 'For
ihe omniscient being, who sees why nothing can be otherwise than
it is, the notions of responsibility or guilt, of right and wrong/ are

necessarily empty; they are a mere measure of ignorance, of
adolesceni illusion; and the perception of this is the first sign of
moral and intellectual maturity' (L,11,0).

It follows that if we were really to live our lives as if determin-
ism were true, we would have to change our moral language and
thinking to a degree impossible for us. We would have to dispense
with the notions of individual freedom of choice, moral responsi-
bility, praise, blame and remorse, and with all the kinds and shades
of desciption and judgemeni which employ these. This point does
not demonstrate that determinism is false (L, 4,1.22). However, the
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difficulties Berlin points to as standing in the way of such a revi-

sion are clearly such as to make it almost inconceivable.

These categories permeate all that we think and feel so pervasively
and universally that to think them away, and conceive what and how
we should be thinking, feeling and talking without them, or in the

framework of their opposites, psychologically greatly strains our
capacity - is nearly, if not quite, as impracticable as, Iet us say, to
prètend that we live in a world in which space, time or number in
-the 

normal sense no longer exist. (L, 121)

A world in which determinism was honoured in practice would be

one in which blame would attach to a murderer no more than to his
dagger; Samuel Butler's Erewhon, where crime is an illness and

illness a crime, would be no less rational a society than our own
(L,15). The strong implication of Berlin's discussion is that deter-
minism falls barely short of logical incoherence. At any rate, it is a
psychological impossibility for anything recognizable as a human
society.

In particular, Berlin is concerned with the implications of deter-
minism for historians. Not even those historians who officially
support determinism are able to write and think consistently with
it. For one thing, they are often prominent among those who urge
their colleagues 'to avoid bias' (L, 117). What can this mean other
than to avoid subjecting historical actors to unjust judgements, a

thought that implies the relevance, the rationality, of praise and
blame? Berlin amplifies this point in his Introduction to the 1969

edition of the essay, while replying to E. H. Carr's objection that
Berlin's position invites historians to moralize.s The point, Berlin
replies, is not that historians should go out of their way to issue
moral judgements, rather that such judgements cannot be avoided.
'The very use of normal language cannot avoid conveying what the
author regards as commonplace or monstrous, decisive or trivial,
exhilarating or depressing' (L,22). This is true of the tnost even-
handed of narratives. 'Detachment itself is a moral position. The use
of neutral language ("Himmler caused many persons to be asphyx-
iated") conveys its own ethical tone' (L, 221).

A more effective objection brought by Carr is that Berlin, in
opposing determinism to the extent that he does, seems to 'believe
determinism to be false and reject the axiom that everything has a
cause' (L,20). Berlin denies that this is what he is doing, and repeats
that his sole concern is to exhibit the conflict between determinism
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and ordinary moral concepts. But this is a narrow defence in view
of the degree to which, on his view, determinism is literally unthink-
able. If determinism must be abandoned, that would seem to imply
a case for free will. Yet Berlin himself allows that the concept of fre'e
will is also dubious: 'the notion of uncaused choice as sómething
out of the blue is certainly not satisfactory' (L,29). Although he hintã
that there may be some alternative position between freè will and
determinism, he is not able to say what this is and retreats again to
his claim that he means only to draw attention to determinism,s
radical implications.

On the issue of whether free will or determinism, or some further
alternative, comes closer to the truth, Berlin leaves us without guid-
ance. But that is because he is less interested in the truth of such
matters for their own sake than in the moral and political implica-
tions of influential beliefs and their role in the history of ideas.More
central to Berlin's concerns is his discussion of why determinism
has become as influential as it has. One reason, he suggests, is that
its erosion of moral responsibility is, for some people, liberating.
They are liberated

from all those moral burdens which men in less enlightened days
used to carry with such labour and anguish . . . ll]ike soldiers in an
army driven by forces too great to resist, we lose those neuroses
which spring from the fear of having to choose among alternatives.
Where there is no choice there is no anxiety, and a happy release from
responsibility. (L, 7 60)

The irony is obvious: this is not liberation but dehumanization. The
view that Berlin presents here is that of the revolutionary commis-
sqr-for whom anything is permitted, indeed required, by the logic
of history. History absolves from any crime those who act in its
name. The reference to choice generating 'neuroses' echoes one of
the themes of 'Political ldeas in the Twentieth Century', that of the
contemporary crushing or evasion of moral conflict. Determinism
releases the commissar (and the bureaucrat) from fretting about
such things, and enables him to continue the necessary work with
a clear conscience.

Another explanation for the influence of determinism is the effect
of scientism. The prestige of the natural sciences led the eighteenth-
century rationalists to believe that not only the natural but also the
social world could be comprehended through a set of law-like
propositions. And if human conduct is law-governed, then human
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conduct must be determined, not free. From this followed the vogue

ior ,scientific' explanations of history, the ambition of which was to

iuv bare the laws that governed the development of entire civiliza-

iións una ultimately of humanity as a whole. One of the greatest of
these projects was, of course, that of Marx. But the dream of scien-

tific history, Berlin replies, is an illusion based on 'a false analogy'
(L, 142). History and science are two very different things' 

_ _

Berlin develops this point in 'The Concept of Scientific History'
(196ù. Posing the questiou, Can history be a science?, he answers

emphatically, No. To demand of history that it become a science 'is

to åsk it to contradict its essence' (CC, 1'41). The key point is that

historical explanations are profoundly different in kind from expla-

nations in the natural sciences. The task of the natural sciences is

to abstract from our observation of the natural world a set of laws

that will infallibly and precisely predict and 'retrodict' (explain)

events in that world. The perspective of natural scientists is tl"rat of
observers of phenomena from the 'outside'. Their method is that of
logical deduction or empirical induction, yielding propositions that
can in principle be verified or falsified by those standards. The his-

torian, on the other hand, whose task is to explain human conduct,
necessarily does so from the 'inside', that is, from the perspective
of the actors themselves. That is because the explanation must
include an account not merely of physical behaviour but also of the
meaning of that behaviour, its ends, motivations, underlying values
and beliefs. This latter kind of explanation is too complex and
perspective-dependent to be reduced to a set of neutral, abstract
iaws like those of the natural sciences. Rather, historical explanation
requires Verstehen,'understanding'.

This does not mean that the study of history is a poor or defec-
tive form of natural science; rather, that it has its own aPPropriate
aims and methods, and calls forth its own set of skills and excel-

lences. In addition to the capacity for the inside view, the good his-
torian needs a certain 'grasp' or 'sense of reality', an intuitive
appreciation of the general shape of lived human experience (CC,

741).e 'Aman who lacks common intelligence [i.e. a sense of realityl
can be a physicist of genius, but not even a mediocre historian' (CC,

141). In judging whether their explanation is a good one, historiaus
cannot simply test their views against a set of abstract rules. Rather
than deduðtion or induction, the historian's test must be a looser
and more complex notion of 'coherence'. Historians must judge
whether the aècounts they offer, and the generalizations tl-rey

hazard, fit with a background 'sense of the general texture of

I
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experience' or with 'the network of our most general assumptions,
called commonsense knowledge' (CC, 114,11.5). This background
sense cannot be made fully explicit because 'the web is too
complex': even our most straightforward claims about ourselves
rest on a myriad of deep assumptions which we cannot question
simultaneously. 'The true reason for accepting the propositions
that I live on earth, and that an Emperor Napoleon I existed, is that
to assert their contradictories is to destroy too much of what we take
for granted about the present and the past' (CC, 114). Historical
claims presuppose a vast network of assumptions that cannot be
captured by simple law-like propositions, yet the network is an
unavoidable touchstone for judging the adequacy of such claims
(cc,12B).

Recall that elsewhere (in his work on Herzen) Berlin uses the
expression 'sense of reality' to stand for a rather different notion: an
awareness of the real-life consequences of ideas and actions for real
people (RT, 111, 207). In 'The Concept of Scientific History' l're hints
at a connection between these two thoughts. The proponents of sci-
entific history, by placing 'their faith in a given pattern' (CC,1.42)
ahead of their acknowledgement of concrete human complexity,
have lost touch with reality in both senses. Once we have forced our
understanding of human experience into conceptual boxes, it
becomes easier to ignore the real effects of our actions and io force
actual people into wooden boxes. The concept of scientific history,
like that of its ally, determinism, can have real and terrible conse-
quences for human freedom.

Enemies of liberty

From freedom in the sense of free will, or 'causal' freedom, Berlin
turns to freedom in the social and political context. The modern fate
of freedom in this latter sense is one of his principal themes in the
Mary Flexner Lectures, 'Political Ideas in the Romantic Age', deliv-
ered at Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania, in'1952. The material for
the Flexner Lectures was taken from a much longer typescript
which Berlin thought of as the 'torso' of his work in the history of
ideas.r0 The torso was the product of his massive reading for the
Marx project, and constituted an intellectual quarry which Berlin
then mined in much of his published work thereafter.

In the torso Berlin sketched the outlines of what would become
his mature position in many areas, but three in particular: the

The Betrayal of Freedom

complex political legacy of Enlightenment rationalism and its

critiås, thé contrast bétween negative and positive liberty, and the

vulnerability of positive liberty to corruption. The Enlightenment,

inspired by Ñewtonian science, liberated humanity by dragging the

recàived áuthority of religion, state and custom before the bar of

reason. But it also threatened to create a new tyranny of scientists

and bureaucrats through its ambition to reduce human conduct to

a few laws of nature which would then determine the laws of the

enlightened political society. The emphasis of critics like vico and

Herãer on tñe ümitations of scientific method for understanding
human conduct, and on the cultural and historical particularity of
human values, was therefore a salutary correction to Enlightenment
scientism. But the romantic reaction to rationalism also brought its

own problems, and prominent among these were the implications
of the characteristið romantic understanding of the nature of

freedom. We should distinguish between a pre-romantic, 'liberal'
view of freedom as absence of interference with whatever a Person
might wish to do, and a 'romantic' conception of .freedom as direc-

tioñ by the 'real' self within. This is Berlin's initial formulation of
the diãtinction between 'negative' and 'positive' liberty. Here, too,

he first sets out what I shall call his 'inversion thesis': his argument
that the romantic conception of liberty is dangerous because sus-

ceptible to being twisted into the very oPPosite of w.hat freedom
orãinarily meanì. The positive liberty of the romantics, however
noble or innocent its insþiration, provides a model by which the dic-
tators of the twentieth century can justify their oppressive rule in
the language of freedom itself.

ny r,rihat steps precisely does this twisting of the idea of freedom
occúr? Berlin's best-known account of the Process is the central
narrative line of 'Two Concepts of Liberty'. Before turning to this,
however, I shall consider the equally dramatic presentation of
freedom's inversion in the BBC broadcasts Berlin gave in 1'952, also

based on the torso, now published as Freedom and its Betrayøl: Six

Enemies of Human Liberty (2002). The 'six enemies' of the subtitle are

Helvétius, Rousseau, Fichte, Hegel, Saint-Simon and Maistre. Sig-

nificantly, the list does not include Marx: Berlin's net is now cast

wider and deeper - although Marx remains something of an-unseen

presence in several of these lectures. What the six thinkers have in
õo*mon is that they all thought and wrote in the period that began
about thirty years before and ended about thirty years after the
French Revolution or 1789. For Berlin this means that 'these are the
earliest thinkers to speak a language which is directly familiar to
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us', and that 'the kind of situation to which they seem relevant. . .

is often characteristic not so much of the ninetéenth century as of
the twentieth' (F18,2,3). These are thinkers engaging with aþeriod
of immense technological, social and political rãvóluîion, -.ràh lik"
our own/ in which rival visions of human nature and the good life
contend vìolently. If we want to understand the central idõological
conflict of our own time, Berlin is saying, we shourd examinã its
roots in the thinkers he discusses_. In paiticulaç we should study
these thinkers if we want to understánd trre threat posed in thä
twentieth century to individual liberty - at any rate 'to what is nor-
mally-meant'by individual liberty, namely tfre negative idea, ,the
right freely to shape one's life as one wishes, the pioduction of cir-
cumstances in which men can develop their natures as variously
and- richly, and, if need be, as eccentiically, as possible, (FIB, 5i.
Berlin's six thinkers are the intellectual ancestòrs of twentieth-
century communism and fascism. All of them claim to be benefac-
tors-of huma.nity, and some to be champions of liberty; but all
produce, in the end, doctrines highly destructive of libérty in its
ordinary negative sense.

Berlin's enemies of freedom can be divided into three categories.
First, there are those who openly oppose individuar libert"y, like
Joseph de Maistre. For Maistre,libertyis positively dangerous, one
of the shibboleths of the eighteenth-ðentùry Enlightenrient which
led to the French Revolution. The degeneraiion of'the movement of
1789 into the Jacobin Terror shows the use that human beings typ-
ically make of liberty. Contrary to the ludicrous optimism"of ihe
philosophes, human nature is dark, vicious, bloody. ñature at large
is a realm of violent competition and killing, and iruman beings,Yn
their natural condition, merely follow these instincts in their own
way. The only hope for a civilized existence consequently depends
on the containment or restraint of human nature, not its iibeiation.
This is achieved through the maintenance of a social order secured
by 'the two anchors of society - religion and slavery, (Maistre,
quoted in FIB, 144). Human beings must be enslaved úy the coer-
cive_power of the state, menrorably symbolized for Maiãtre by the
public executioner. The executioner is commonly regarded with a
peculiar horror, but that is the point. ,All greatness,"all power, all
social order depends upon the executioner; ñe is the terrofof human
society and the tie that holds it together. Take away this incompre-
hensible force from the world, and at that very moment order is
superseded _by chaos, thrones fall, society diéappears, (Maistre,
quoted in FIB,149). That the force be ,incomprehensible, is vital:

sheer violence must be supplemented by mystification. The role of
religion is to cloak the institutions of social control in an aura of

myãtery impenetrable to the questioning that would undermine
thãm. Human reason is feeble and can be made to serve many

masters, but when directed against the foundations of authority
it is corrosive. Rational institutions are unsiable because they
can be as easily challenged as upheld by rational means; lasting
institutions must be irrational, resting on antiquity, force and

mystery. This, then, is Maistre's credo: liberty is the-enemy; human
beings need order, discipline, the priest and the executioner.

Surely, someone might say, this whole outlook can be dismissed

as a backward-looking relic of premodernity. Berlin disagrees.

Maistre's open assault on liberty 'is really ultra-modern', antici
pating 'the anti-democratic talk of our day' (FIB' 1'9). The grim
iiewãf human nature, the emphasis on struggle and death, the

worship of the state and the cult of the irrational - all these themes

identify Maistre as 'a kind of precursor and early preacher of
Fascism'(FIB, 153).

In a second category are those thinkers who merely neglect,
rather than openly attack, individual liberty. They may allow that
liberty is sornething to be valued, but the effect of their thought is
to promote other values as more important. Typical of this tendency
aré those who want to reconstruct human knowledge and society
on scientific lines, and prominent rePresentatives of this scientific
(or scientistic) outlook include Helvétius and Saint-Simon. Claude-
Adrien Helvétius is a classic representative of Enlightenment sci-
entism, the father of modern utilitarianism who regards all human
motivation as reducible to a single law: seek pleasure and avoid
pain. Human happiness, understood in these terms, is limited at

þresent, thanks tb-the malign influence of traditional rulers, who
manipulate others for their own ends. The remedy is 'a kind of
sociai hygiene' in which current vices are cleansed away and hap-
piness mãde accessible to all (FIB, 14). This goal cannot, at least

initially, be achieved by education or reasoned argument, since

the reáson of most human beings is at present corrupted by the
iffational social environment in which it develops. Therefore,
manipulation will still be necessary, but it will be manipulation for
the ends, and using the means, made known by the new science of
the hedonic springs of human conduct. Legislation will adroitly-
marshal pleaJureJ and pains to guide behaviour: -'a system of
sticks and carrots for the human donkey' (FIB,1'6). What about'the
rights of man' and individual liberty? In the world of Helvétius,
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happiness is the goal, not riberty. Liberty, in its basic, negative sense,includes the Iiberty to make mistakes, även ,to do evilî but libertf
lljT:.::f:_d111lp*.s from the utiliíarian uropia, ,since everyone
has now been conditioned to do only what is good; (F18,221)'. Theworld of Helvétius is 'a technocratió tyranny;which looks forwardto the technocratic aspects of twentiétn-"uit,r.y 

"å**i.ir- u"afascism (FIB,25-6).
In Henri de saint-simo. Berrin finds another prophet of eritisttechnocracy. saint-simon anticipates Marx when he locates thedriving force of history in technology and i""""iiår.,. RrÇr"r, i,achieved if those human needs 

",r.r"ît at any given time ui" .nu*-imally satisfied, if opportunities are availabre fõr *,u uuli tur"nß, if
a society exhibits unity and strength, and if innovation urrJ-àir.orr-
ery flourish. This wil[ be possiblõ onry when a society is piope.ty
organized, its functions raiionally pranîed in order to Áake'the bestpossible use of its resources..Trre-drafting and executionãitt 

" 
ptu.must be.placed in rhe hands of -a quarified erite. Èt,eiit;; saint-simon does not mean the traditiónal aristocratic and military

leaders; their day is done. Rathef, he means those most capable ofleaSlng a society in the new industrial age: creative p"o'pl" lik"
artists, researchers and checkers rike scientiis, u"á, ut irrãiáf'of theh;erarchy, organizers like managers and b""k;;;.1h";ä .'råIí", *lrtake their allotted places withiñ a centralized state *,ãt *ili'ai.""t
:l: j::-l::.r"ciety. What, once more, of liberty? Liberty is valuable
ror barnt-Simon to a-d9gree, but only in an inétrumentál sense as ,abattering ram', usefur ìn the eightéenth century for demorishing
outmoded feudalism but incapahe of buildi'gâ^u* i"-tñ" 

"i"u-teenth (FIB, 1.26). Not freedorn but prannea""ffi.i"".y ïr-sui',t-simon's fundamental value. what ordinary people *uit i, boots,not liberty.-This slogan, common to both thé branä *"ru.irÁ of theAmencarì New Deal. and European social democracy on the onehand, and to the brutar authoriiarianism of the FasciJts-àr,J'co*-
munists on the other; Berlin traces 'to the gentle, rtr.nunitu.iu.,,
noble Saint-Simon' (FIB, "130).

... Finally, a third category contains the most dangerous enemies ofliberty because the moit ieductive. These are the writers who claimto be on the side of riberty, even to rank it above all other varues,but who redefine it to meaî its very opposite: the ,inversion 
thesis,.In this connection Berrin nu-"r Rblssea.r, Fichte and Heger.

l"ï::"" sets the pattern for the others. Liberíy,f* no""ruu,r, i, u.,aÞsolute value: it may never be legitimately surrendered or di*ir,-ished because rhe possession of liËerty is the essen¿;;i" ;;"",,

humanity. But other values, such as social co-operatio" ulg consci-

entious ãdhuren"e to the moral law, are absolutes too. How can

ihuru rutiorrs imperatives be reconciled? The standard view of the

social contract fradition is that some measure of liberty rnust

úà tradea for some measure of physical and moral security, but

it ir ir not possible for Rousseau given his reading of these goods

as absolutes. His solution is to redefine liberty: liberty is social co-

operation and right action. The vulgar idea of liberty as negative

nän-interference refers merely to an amoral, animal liberty, con-

sistent with acting wrongly. But to act wrongly is to depart from the

standards of thJ'inner, better, more real self' which necessarily

seeks the good (F18, 46). Truly human liberty entails the libera-

tion of thaiwhich is distinctively human, namely a person's capac-

ity fo. self-direction in accordance with moral rules, the will of

'the true self'.
In political society the true self is to be identified with the state:

'the State is you, and others like you, all seeking your common
good, (FlB,+4). Hence political freedom is obedience to'the General

il¡ilf, th" will of the whole sovereign body for the common good'

That is why someone can be 'forced to be free' in Rousseau's

famous, and for Berlin notorious, phrase (FIB,47). The state knows
your true will better than you do. In forcing you to act in accor-

âur,." with its laws, it meiely liberates your authentic moral will
from your appetites. Liberty is now effectively inverted so that it
*uuné nothing other than obedience to the state. Starting_ from
Rousseau's 'déification of the notion of absolute liberty', Berlin

writes, 'we gradually reach the notion of absolute despotism' (FIB,

47). The rurúlt is a litence for authoritarian and totalitarian leaders

to defend oppression in the name of freedom: 'there is not a dicta-

tor in the Wôst who in the years after Rousseau did not use this

monstrous paradox in order to justify his behaviour' (FIB, 47)'

Rousseau, Iíerlin concludes, 'claims to have been the most ardent
and passionate lover of human liberty who ever lived'; but he was

also, in fact, ,one of the most sinister and most formidable enemies

of liberty in the whole history of human thought'-(FIB,-49)'-
The perverse pattern set by Rousseau is reproduce$ an{ devel-

oped by Fichte añd Hegel in the contextof German philosophy after
Iånt. Kant himself wa! influenced by Rousseau, taking from him
the idea of true freedom as the freedom of the moral self in oPpo-

sition to the passions. Fichte, Berlin argues, takes up this idea and

gives it a coliectivist and ultimately nationalist twist. The impera-
iives of the true self suggest the authority of something greater than
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be unpopular, to stand up for your convictions merely because they

Ir" "å"i convictions. That is true freedom, and without it there is

n"ì,í-,". freedom of any kind, nor even the illusion of it. (FIB, 103-4)

The contrast here between the liberty of the authentic self and that

åi'ifrl ""q"alified 
empirical self is the basis for Berlin's celebrated

;;;;i"" oi th" distincfion between negative and positive senses of

libertY.

ourselves. what can this be? one answer is Kant,s: the universal
moral law. Another is Fichte's: the voice of the nation - fo. Ce.mans,
the German nation 'Then.the great paean begins,' w.iterbeirin,-,-thî
great nationalist, chauvinist ciy. Ináividual íurf-dut".,.inuiio' no*becomes collective self-determination, and the nation a communityof unified wills in pursuit of moral truth, (FIB, 69):. if," lu"t,r." onFichte ends wirh a series of quorations from Håir.,e *üã ,iã.ns tteFrench against underestimaiing the destructive ir"tà"ti"i of theideas. emerging in.Germany.,A"rmed Èi;ht;;;; ;ÍË;"; whosefanatical wills neither fear nor serf-interest can touch. . . A dramawill be performed in Germany in contrast with whicrr the FrenchRevolution will seem 

? Te.g péaceful idyll, (FIB,72),ForBerlin, thisis 'a genuine vision of the dóom to coríe, GIB,'72);.In Hegel the authentic self is identified stiir more grandioserywith 'the. worrd r.p¡rit' progressivety r"utiri"j i,rãii ,fl.ä"gh ,rr"process of human history. Frãedom, ón this riö il.;;"Jrru*ir_
sion to the stream of hisiory, the adjustment of will and appetite tothe demands of rhe epoch.'For Beríin, tlri, ir1rr""täiriião.t.i""
:,|.TsI, lakes.righi,. The winnerc i" ñã.y ã*".1ei,, 

"i'r,"""r_:,Y.::T,"lll-t]lt,"g which is bad is to resisr the wortà'process. ForuÌe world process is the incarnation of reason, (FIB,97). Whatever
æ must be justified because necessitated uy r,iràryt 

-aåt"r*i.irti.
pattern. Here, Berlin's attack on inverted Í.euaoã 

"o""åÇs *itrrhis critiq_ue of Marxism and historicar determinism. Behind starinstands Marx, and behind Marx, Hesel.
The Iectures that make up Freedoå.and its Betrayarare remarkablypowerful performance:i' Tl"y may be open ro oÉ¡ectionãt rrà.io*points - Rousseau and Hegef ior exampre, are argúably more subtrethinkers than Berrin mafeã them appeår - u,rt these treatments areundeniably striking and vivid. Móleorrer, their basic pãi"fi, *"rrtaken. In the modãrn age, since the French nurrolrliå.,,-tr*unliberty has been subject- to unprecedented celebration but arsounprecedented assault - sometimes from th" 

";;t--;uoiË *no
:p:* most loudly in its name. The most ctangerous, because mostinsidious, attack has come from those wno aîrinã l"Jãil 

", ilr"liberation of the authentic serf. Against this ,romantic;ìã"u1, 
*i,r.,its potential for inversion, Berrin asierts whar rre trtårìã úËìnã 
"rai_nary or basic notion of liberty, the notion he wishes to d-efená:

Summary

Throughout the early 1950s Berlin explores the vicissitudes under-

o.,.r" È'v the concept of freedom in modern iimes. Writing in the

ãontexíof the Cold War, he searches for the origins of Stalinism in
patterns of thought lying deep within the Western intellectual tra-

åition. Since thð French Revõlution, Berlin believes, the ideal of

liberty has achieved an unprecedented apotheosis, and has also

been áubjected to unparallelãd dangers. The most obvious threat is

posed by extreme counter-Enlightenment thinkers like Maistre, for
ï"no* political liberty is simply a mistake - a view which antici-

pates twentieth-century fascism. But a greater threat comes from

i"ittrit-t the Enlightenm-ent itself, in the scientistic strand according

to which humin conduct can be reduced to a set of laws to be

formulated and enforced by experts. The historical determinism at

the heart of Marxism is prefigured by the scientism and manag_eri-

alism of optimistic and well-meaning Enlightenment thinkers like
Helvétius ãnd SainçSimon. Finally, the unkindest cut is delivered
by those writers, principally within the romantic reaction to the

Eilightenment, who puiport to be lovers of liberty, but who twist
its rñeaning into obedience to the state: men such as Rousseau,

Fichte and-Hegel. This abuse of the idea of freedom is the theme

that Berlin wilidevelop in his most famous essay,'Two Concepts of

Liberty'.

The essence of libertv has arways rain i. the ability to choose as youwish to choose, becaúse you wiéh so to choose, uncoerced, unbullied,not swallowed up in some vast system; and in the right't" .;rì;ì, õ
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T

^r 'ncritical. 
Some of the critics' arrows hit their mark, if not scoring

ii,älr-"v.r then at least landing in the outer circles. I shall try to

;;;;r" át u bulutr.ed view that does justice to both Berlin and his

critics."^-Mor" specifically I shall argue that both the strengths and the

weaknesses of Berlin's case can be better understood if we consider

Ài, tr"otm"r",t of liberty in the light of his idea of value pluralism.

ïni, ir Berlin's account of fundamental moral values as multiple,

ootentially conflicting and sometimes incommensurable. I have

åtready mentioned certain intimations of this key notion.in Berlin's

ãàrlier work, but the last section of 'Two Concepts' contains his first

extended formulation and his first clear indication of the idea's

significance for his political thought as 
-a 

whole. While the nega-

tiie-positive nexus was widely debated-from the moment the essay

appeäred, there was little systematic discussion of Berlin's value

olúralism until the 1990s. Even now, after considerable investiga-

iion of value pluralism and its implications for the foundations and

nature of libèralism, the theme of pluralism is seldom brought
together with that of negative and positive liberty in an adequately

int'egrated view The secondary goal of this chapter is to. provide

iustãuch an integrated account. My treatment of pluralism here will
'be incomplete, because it raises many issues that I shall have to
postpone until chapters 5, 6 and 7. Nevertheless, Berlin's under-
ãtanãing of liberty cannot be appreciated without some attempt to

conneciit with his pluralism. This is essential in order to clarify
Berlin's meaning, to reveal the errors of some of his critics, and to
show where he is mistaken.

I begin by setting out the main lines of Berlin's basic distinction
between negative and positive senses of liberty, taking note of some

common misinterpretations. In the second section I focus on Berlin's
principal purpose in 'Two Concepts', his critique of the_positive con-
ãeption, fõttowing this through several different levels of analysis
and criticism. Finally, I review and debate the major objections to
Berlin's position, paying special attention to the bearing on these

issues of value pluralism.

Negative and positive libertY

'Two Concepts' is a panoramic survey of the idea of freedom in the

modern world. The immediate context of Berlin's inquiry is the
Cold War: 'the open war that is being fought between two systems

Tuto Concepts of Líberty

\ psf. Berljn accepted the Chair of Social and political Theory at
oxford, and the following year delivered his inaugural lecture,
'Two Concepts of Liberty'.t This is Berlin,s masterpieõe, the culmi-
nation of his thinking about freedom in the 1950s. Indeed, ,Two
concepts' is one of the most famous works of twentieth-century
political thought. Berlin's seminal formulation of the distinction
between- negative and positive conceptions of liberty remains a
standard point of departure for analyseé of political freedom in con-
temporary political theory. His account of the historical and con-
ceptual. implications of the distinction, especially his suspicion of
the positive conception, has been hugely influentiâI. As is tñe nature
of classics, however, Berlin's essay ið also highly controversial. For
all those who regard it as a leading authoriiy on liberty, there are
probably as many who see it as 'deeply flawe'd,.2ln the face of such
obþctions, 91" "py 

fairly ask whether the significance and quarity
of Berlin's 'Two Concepts' has been overestimated.

I shall argue that, on the whole, Berlin,s text does deserve
its classic status. Many of the objections launched against ,Two
Concepts' turn out to be based on misunderstandings which
have accumulated through a kind of Chinese whispers effãct, where
each new misconception confirms and builds on the last. one of
my central concerns will therefore be to identify several misread-
ings of the text which have been so persistent that they have
achieved the status of myths. In a different category are those com-
plaints which, although not mythic, are still mislaken or unpersua-
sive. This is not to say that my defence of Berlin will be unqùalified

l

I

I
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of ideas' (L,768)' The two rival systems are defined by the differentanswers thev sive ro rrre questioi 

"f 
th";il;;;ä ;i,åi; of poriti_cal autrrorití ience of trie ""irì" ""a exteni ái'rrr*i.'r."edorn.Bertin rhus besinl t j, ì1r9r;,ñä by conrrasting two viewsof freedom, ,neþtive, u.,a ,porïtirrã], 

associated witfi the liberal_

ff i:':iili'""lif:i#,ï#:ii'"Td;respectiverv,u"roäiìo"u"aingBerli'did not inient the disünction between negative and posi_tive liberry, but his formuration;;;* frequenrry-citeã ìhan anyother. For Berlin, negative liberty L.,"o^porres ,the area withinwhich a man *" ïl ll:urtru"tåä blz otheis, f¿, roôj. H¿ài" fulry, aperson is free in the negative r"nru *i",.r t 
" 

o. rr.," i, 
"oiî.à"".,,"a,bv human acr or omission, r.o* ãoi"î;i';t Ë;:#ïä wish todo'3 The standard ourtu"ru'to r*;ä;*:,. this sense is coerllon: forceor rhe threat 

"r 
rî::: y"1g i.grnr"iV.:.l:l"_.lii"i]*y.L"o,r,,y

'to jump more than ten feet in the air, 1is not an obstacle to freecromthus understood, since it inváivàs^no.hu*ar, ;;r;;ñrsion (L,169). Negative freedom is thereforã io"Uu.airiir,ñrÃljï;; 
""p"_

city or abilitv. Berrin conc"a"o inl"än, that in óome cases the rinebetween freódom.11d caRaciíy *åi^û" a"u"tá¡ì". Èäïå*u_pru,negative liberty *3y 9, may not include freedom from poverty,depending on-one,J theory'"i ,*'. 
"ät*e of a person,s ioverty:whether a*¡ibutabre to the'agency áiïrnu., or merely to ihe per-son's own incapacity (L,l.ø9jZ\t.

nerlrn regards the. negative idea as the ,normal, 
sense of theword 'liberty' (L, 16Ð.4 ñe urroàiæ, it with ,the .iursi.äi.,grirhpolitical phiiosophers', instancinlïtãuï"r, and more rråaaìy witrrBritish and Frenóh riberars, inci"àï"g m"te, J. s. M'r, constant andTocqueville (L,170, rzrl. ir',ur" r"iiEirrri.ters ail hord rhat a sub_stantial minimum area of 

".guti"" ìiùurty is essential to humanwell-being' Berrin never endJrses thi, 
"o*mitment expricitry, ar-though it is crea¡ enough that hã ir^áu"pry sympatrretic with it.There is no doubt th1the"a1lo.tÈ;;;rive tiberry with the tiberatoutlook, and that it is negative liberty,%n the whore, that he wantsto defend' His own posit"i,cn -"Jli.i."øre be broadrv Iiberar.Positive ribertv is the idea ";r;¡il;bsence of intärference butof having control over one,s life. It áu.irr", ,from the wish on thepart of the individual to be his o*" *urt"1,, to b9 genuinely theauthor of his own actions (¿, 1ZS).ê;.iuify, the tendlñcy-inìi" por_itive idea is to ailow that this ti.a 

"rìätror can be diminished notonly by the interference of other öpr",;"t also by obstacres withinlll,::." personarity. rhese *"i ñã"â;;är, #h"uiffiun.",cresrres or emotions. Thus, the crássic form taken ry porìt-i?"ìiuerty
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is the traditional idea of 'self-mastery', of one's reason being

control of one's passions, which goes back at least to Plato.
With these basic points in place, two persistent misinterpreta-

tions of Berlin's negative-positive distinction, amounting to myths,
can be cleared away immediately. Myth 1 is the beliel repeated by
rnany commentators, that Berlin's two categories are intended to be

exhaustive of all senses of freedom.s The objection follows that if
every kind of freedom must be understood as either negative or
positive, the result is that we lose important distinctions, nuances

ãnd possibilities. As a criticism of Berlin, this is clearly misdirected.
Near the start of 'Tivo Concepts'he explicitly acknowledges that the
word 'liberty' has'more than two hundred senses' and that he pro-
poses 'to examine no more than two of these', albeit important ones

iL,168).It may be that the critical attention attracted by Berlin's
analysis has led some people to believe that the negative-positive
division is meant to be exhaustive, or that negative and positive
liberty are the only kinds of liberty that matter; but neither of these
is Berlin's view. In general, what he is saying is that there are many
valid conceptions of liberty, each capturing a particular aspect of
that complex idea. (This reading is controversial, but I shall defend
it later.) Of these, the negative and positive conceptions, or families
of conceptions, are especially salient in the contemporary world.

Another tenacious misunderstanding, myth2, has it that Berlin's
discussion confusingly runs together under the 'positive' label
several different ideas that ought to be kept separate.ó Berlin defines
positive liberty as having control over one's life (self-mastery or
authentic self-direction), but some commentators allege that he
sometimes confuses that idea with quite different concepts. Of these
the two most common suspects are, first, 'effective' freedom or
freedom as capacity to act, and secondly, freedom as political par-
ticipation. But although it is surely useful to separate these differ-
ent senses of freedom - autonomy, effective freedom and political
participation - Berlin does not confuse them. It is true that his dis-
cussion is complex, nuanced and not always crystal clear. But it is
not true that he at any stage presents the formal-effective distinc-
tion as a negative-positive distinction. The nearest equivalent to
the formal-effective distinction in Berlin's discussion is a contrast
between negative freedom and the conditions for its exercise - a
contrast I shall return to later. Berlin nowhere presents effective
freedom as 'positive'. The association of positive with effective
freedom is widespread, but it has likelier sources elsewhere.T

As for the alleged confusion of positive liberty with political par-
ticipation, Berlin never equates these ideas. It is true that in some
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nuthoritarianism. This is Berlin's 'inversion thesis', introduced in
i1.," previors chapter: the positive conception allows 'liberty' to be

i"u.rtua into its very oPposite. But Berlin's argument has been fre-

.,uently misunderstood. Many commentators have supposed that

tie rejects positive liberty absolutely and in any form, and conse-

ãu"nity that he regards the negative idea as the only valid or desir-

Jbl" .ón."pt of liberty.e This interpretation is far too simple, aud

should be identified as mYth 3.

In fact, Berlin acknowledges that there are many different ver-

sions or interpretations of the basic positive idea, and he is careful

to note that some of the most famous of these are distinctly and

oowerfully individualistic. These include the self-mastery ideal of
ihe ancient Stoics, according to wl-rich liberty consists in freeing our-
selves from the worldly ambitions that make us hostages to fortune.
Stoic freedom is a 'retreat to the inner citadel' of control over one's
own desires and emotions (L, 181). Berlin does not really aPProve
of the Stoic ideal, describing it elsewhere as an abandonment of the
genuinely social and political dimensions of freedom, and essen-

lially 'a very grand form of sour grapes' (RR, 37). But Stoic freedom,
however deficient in that respect, is not authoritarian: the Stoics try
to cope with political oppression; they do not justify it. Similarly,
Kant's ideal is that of an inner freedom, consisting in the control of
the appetitive part of the self by the rational part. Genuine freedom
is genuine self-control, and this is possible only if the contingent,
changeable desires are mastered by that element of us which is law-
governed (L, 181-3). Thus far, positive conceptions of liberty are
strongly individualistic in tendency. Their political implications are
at worst quietist, and may even, as in the case of Kant, suggest an
ideal of personal autonomy that any legitimate political system
should respect.

Howevet it is also too simple to say merely that Berlin defends
sorne versions of positive liberty and attacks others.r0 Rather, there
is a strong undercurrent in his account - never completely explicit
but evident none the less - to the effect that the logic of positive
liberty as such ought to make us wary. From their individualistic or
liberal beginnings, Berlin argues, positive conceptions of liberty
have developed in modern times in illiberal and ultimately totali-
tarian directions. The process by which this has occurred is histor-
ically contingent - it could have been otherwise - but it is not merely
accidental.rt The positive idea itself, even in the Stoics and Kant,
contains a feature, not found in the negative concept, that lays it
open to authoritarian corruption. This is the idea that the human
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parts of 'Two Concepts' he makes connections between positiveIiberty and coilective ierf-govertt^ãntã. sovereignty. But aitrroughthis complicates trre pictuie, it is nãt misreading, since there is ¿¡important overlap bétween positivå fràed o* ur"ir,à-irria,ruî u,r,on_omy and freedom a9 participation in collective u"io"ooy;io huuucontrol over one's lifeãrguaËly tuq.ti."" hã ;ü; ;, ËIrääu .o,.,r.otover the political system undär *ni"n one liv-es. Th; ";ti;;'of col_lective sovereignty sometimes goes furthe4 as in Fi;hh,;;ä"a thatthe immediate subiect or beareì'of such freedo- l, 

""tìr," ilairria_ual person but trre corective p"rrãnärity of the whore politicalsociety or nation' But this, too, can be understood as an eitensionof positive liberty, the collecri;" ¡";;; being substituted for theindividual as the rocus of the uuirreniic serf. îhere *uv Ë" o*,",;'non-positive' versions of freedom ; ;;ü,i";ñ;,"tJr;ã.,, butBerlin's view does not rule *rese ouç not, ao they- farsify his expra-nation of participatory freedorn ur u.,-o,rtgrowth of the positiveidea.. An 
.things èonsiáered, Berrii,;,,à-i lr""äi ilI";äË'ubourpositive liberty in the way suggested.

To.9um up, Berrin's basic ne[ãtive-positive distinction is betweennegative non-interfer"r,"" u,rõ positii,e lelf._._r;i;;y ;;' å",iràno*y.He does not claim that these t".År 
"*nurrt 

utt.o.,."ptio", oiüu"rty,he does not confuse posirive riberry *itn 
"nu"li"ã'?.å"aîr, ,"aalthough he does usro"iuru positivå-íiu"J¡ *¡r¡ poriticar parricipa-tion, his account of this connectio. is;;¡ misreåding. l"'ti, ,",o."see what Berlin does with the negative_positive distinction.

The critique of positive liberty
Berlin's central purpose in ,Two concepts, is to mount a critiqueof posiiive libertv' This. is not to say trìat he is eitrrer .o-pr"t"ryhostile to the. po'iti,nu id"" ;;;;;l;í";i;;;;å*å';; iir"T5ju,i,,"counterpart, but there is no doubt that hä rs more suspicious of thepositive notion. His critique is p.oru"'iua u-,rorgn ifirã" äîff"*"tphases or tevets, which 

"u,., 
¡u tÀà"1ìrt 

"i ", 
pr;;?;;;i;;tyäåp""_ing his investigation.

L. The inaersíon thesis

At the first lever, trre one most often discussed, positive liberty iscriticized as tending, at reast in ro-"-rãrms, to support poritical
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origins, and becomes twisted into 'a monstrous impersonation' of
liberty (L, 180). Liberty is inverted into obedience.

2. The confusion thesìs

The inversion thesis is actually only one instance, albeit the most
spectacular, of a more general problem that exercises Berlin. This is
the tendency in modern political discourse to cheapen the ideal of
liberty by blurring its boundaries with other values. I shall call this
second level of Berlin's case the 'confusion thesis'. Because liberty
is universally accepted in the modern world as unquestionably
desirable, regimes of all ideological stripes claim that their policies
are liberating. But Berlin cautions against stretching the meaning of
liberty to a point where it becomes empty and therefore worthless.
'Liberty is liberty, not equality or fairness or justice or culture, or
human happiness or a quiet conscience' (L,172).

It is again the positive rather than the negative conception that
tends more easily to be stretched in this way. Berlin points to several
examples, of which the elision of liberty with obedience is merely
the most egregious. Another case is the confusion of liberty with
knowledge or understanding, a confusion encouraged by the tra-
ditional self-mastery notion of freedom as being governed by the
rational part of the self.l2 This line is given a historicist twist by
Hegel and Marx (L,1,87-91).If to be free is to be rational, and to be
rational is to understand and accept the laws of historical necessity,
then to be free becomes synonymous with adaptation to whatever
wave of history is currently in force. Berlin insists that all these slip-
pery equivalences be rejected. Liberty is liberty, not knowledge or
submission to history.

Berlin is sometimés criticized for insisting too rigidly on concep-
tual clarity, requiring the strict maintenance of definitional bound-
aries at the exþense of broader and more generous views.l3 But he
is by no means as pedantic as he is often made out to be. A case in
point is his discussion of the line between freedom and the recog-
nition of 'status' or identity. To achieve'recognition' in this sense is
to be respected as possessing a certain dignity, including a capacity
for self-government, either as an individual or as a member of a
group (L,203). Writing against a background of 1950s decoloniza-
tion, Berlin observes that formerly colonized peoples, for example,
can experience such recognition as liberating: a liberation from
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pers-onality is divided between two selves: on the one hand, ths
'higher' or 'true' or authentic self, usually (although not always)
associated with reason; on the otheç the ,lower, or;empiricut, ,á(
usually associated with the desires and emotions. once this dis-
tinction is drawn, Berlin argues,-the way is open to advocating the
s-uppression of people's actual desires and wishes in the name of
their 'true' or 'real' self. Moreover, this suppression of the empiri_
cal self can then be described as being nol merery for the victim,s
own good but as liberating, since only then is thé person - that is,
the 'true' self - really in control (L,179-80).

This slide down the slippery slope is helped along by the addi-
tion of either of two assumptions. First, it hèrps dictãtois if we (or
they) suppose that they know the requiremãnts of the true self
better than the individual concerned.^This, of course, could be
denied,but may b_e harder to deny if we add a second assumption.
Fichte, for example, supposes that the true serf is to be identified
with a collective self: the nation or some universal entity in which
the individual person merely participates as an integrál part. on
this view it becomes harder foi individuars, as no mo"re thãn parts
of a greater whole, to back their own judgement as to the demands
of authenticity. This too could logicalÍy bé denied, and the individ-
ual reasserted as the sole authority regarding the contents of his or
her authentic identity. 

-But Berlin insists thãt the very idea of the
'true' self, distinguishable from the merely empirical ór contingent
desires, is what opens the door to freedom's beirayal. The verv i-dea
of the true self raises the logical possibility that a person,s áctual
desires can be mistaken and,if so, 

-ought 
to 

'bu 
snppr"rsed. The doc-

trine of the divided self does not guaiantee authðiitarianism, but it
offers authoritarianism aid and comfort.

Negative liberty is not so vulnerable to such a move, since it
implies that fulfilment.of a person's empiricar wishes is the proper
goal of free action. Liberty in the negãtive sense is merely non-
interference with whatever the agent may wish to do, whatever
other people may think of it, agplce in whiih one can ,go to the good
or the bad in one's own way, (ÞOI,1B2). The positive"idea, wiih its
doctrine of the true sell is more open to n orålistic interpretations,
where the true self is identified with one particular accouni of moral-
ity andthe good life. If to be free is to act moraily, and if others know
better than we do what is morallyrequired, thén the way is open to
the redefinition of freedom as obódience to the.o-*uná, of óthers.
At this point the positive conception leaves behind its individualist

t-**.,...
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ffi:iï,"':ö"¿t"ff:::Pect' But is this quite the same thins as
Berri'is caught in-two minds. At first he is inclined to insist thatrecognition, altrrough unquestionuuìy' y -importanl- ;il;; is notquite the same rhinf as liderty. ro ùu'.urø b)iãË;;.".îlàtionul.is not liberatins i f ,1.", Ill: i; ¿pp;;;;u. cor,áuquåntry,'råËägnitionis 'akin to, butîot itsetf, freedãin . .lii, irl *o.ä'ãloråiiäur"a ,osolidari ty, fra rerniry, mutua I u nd erstanã ñ;;ì;; ;0;;îlí, ;î refl ec_tion he finds the precise Ii." h;;J-ì; aå*,',w"'"J,lJi'ri-prydismiss this case as-a-mere confusion of the.,otio'oii.uåäf* ut',that of status or soridarity, o. rtã"täñ; 

", equarity, or some com_bination of these. 
111t¡i;;"ì"g f.; i"tus is, i" áãrt"i, .åspecs,very close to the ou:11" rg ue an iñaependent 

"!*i;¿¿;öi.=n".og_nition combines etements of borh i.Àsutirr". í^4 pãJr,r* iibu.ty,a sphere of non-inte¡ference ,"d ìh;?"pacity for authentic serf_direction. In rhe end, fellin ;r*;är; ir is not unreasonable roregard recognirion as,a hybrid r"r_ åii.u"d om, (¿.iöoi"ùäîuou",recognition rnud"r.::^ro^^rî t{:." of pop,rfu, ,à;";;;áö whichBerlin explicitry atows as a regitimate'specres of positive freedom:collective rarhér than indivia"åï råËãi.lcfi on (L, 2OB_72).Stitt, even if recognitio" unJ;;il'ä;';;i#í#,iïi 
""tvpes or r."eaom, serrin stresses in", *"'ri".""iå'fJl"åf:fff,îil:contrast between these and negative liberty. Indeed, these varioussenses of freedom are.nor o"r! airri"ãi uít 

"rrã"pâäiådí -"-flicting' Popular sovereignty- 
"ró."ããåinot make a genuineþ ,free

society', since, as Mill ut",ä oit u.tlnËt"""in-"u'tury riberars pointed

sli.þ1,:"ä:'ffiö:',::"i;x;l$mi,$trïilJ"j$.ïï:1tr,il
LO.::"Idoctrine of guaranteed ,frontiers, of freedom, maintainedeven against democratic. governments, within ;ñi;ir;;ö ur"negatively free to do as thðy pl"uià-tt, ztu.

S. Nlonism ønd plurølism

Yl,lo this.point, positive riberty has been associared by Berrin withauthoritarianism (rhe inversioíth*iJ ãîa -"ür"d ;jnLäiir,,"t_ing in general (the confusi"; rüiJ. ;iätri"r bur highly significantfinal section' 'The one and tn" Hauny;, Ëertin reaches the third andfinal level of his critique oiïÀ"'färiiií""ìaea: positive conceptionsof liberty rend ro resf o¡,pgt^pïyrìl"i ássumptions of a ,monisr,
nature' For Berlin, the defining ú;a;i;"sitive liberty is its con-
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ctitutive notiou of the 'true' or 'real' self. Each person (or nation,

ái..1 ir supposed to have one true identity, which in the free agent

irliU".ut"¿or realized. The true self is defined as that which wills

if,. or," way of life, or pattern of self-development, appropriate to

ii. ff,ir in turn presupposes the notion of a single moral order which

rnandates that pattein. Positive liberty presuPPoses moral monism.
So far as módern systems of authoritarianism depend on posi-

dve conceptions of liberty, therefore, they depend at a deeper-level

on the moral monism that positive liberty implies. Positive liberty

i, no *ot" than the tip of the authoritarian iceberg; ihe concealed

base is usually moral monism.

One belief, more than any other, is responsible for the slaughter of
individuals on the altars of the great historical ideals - justice or
progress or the happiness of future generations, or the sacred mission
or e"mancipation of a nation or race or class, or even liberty itself,
which demands the sacrifice of individuals for tl're freedom of society'

This is the belief that somewhere, in the past or in the future, in divine
revelation or in the mind of an individual thinker, in the pronounce-

ments of history or science, or in the simple heart of an uncorrupted
good man, there is a final solution. This ancient faith rests on the con-

iiction that all the positive values in which men have believed must,

in the end, be compatible, and perhaps even entail one another.
(L,212)

Moral monism is typically the ultimate premiss of the authoritarian
outlook.

Moral monism and its opposite, pluralism, are not straight-
forward ideas, and I shall look more closely at them in subsequent
chapters. For the present it is enough to make the following basic

poiñts. Accordingto Berlin, the dominant Western view of moral-
ity hus always beãn monistic (CTH,7). Moral monism, at its broad-
eðt, is the idea that all ethical questions have a single correct answer/
at least in principle, which can be read off from a single, universally
valid morál law.-If there is a single, universally valid moral law, pro-
viding correct answers to all ethical questions, then there is a single,
univeisally valid conception of the good life or of human well-
being, which gives effeCt to that law. This single conception of the

good'is uniquãly superior to all alternatives. If there is a uniquely
ðuperior good life, then it is possible, again in principle, to arrive at

u bl,r"pti.,t, 'a final solution', for the perfect political society, the

society which realizes the single best way of life.
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alism in particular. If pluralism is true, then many different ways of
ranking incommensurable goods, in particular cases or in general,

may be equally reasonable: there is no uniquely correct formula

whãn it comes to evaluating rival rankings of goods, or ways of life.
The monist belief that there must be such a formula if only we could
discover it is mistaken. Consequently the dreams of the utopians

must be recognized as illusions, and dangerous illusions so far as

they encourage political extremism. Moreover, given the unavoid-
abiiity of choice among conflicting incommensurables, choice itself
rnoves to centre-stage in the human condition, becoming a meta-
value that must be accommodated. Implicit in these considerations

is a case for liberalism as the political system that will maximally
accommodate freedom of choice and reasonable disagreement
among rival ways of life. I shall return to the details and merits of
that case in chaPter 6.

In this context the negative and positive ideals of liberty are
surely examples of the distinct, potentially conflicting and incom-
mensurable values that Berlin believes human beings live by.

Liberty as a whole is a fundamental good that ought to be distin-
guished as incommensurable with other such goods,like equality.
But liberty is also a complex good containing different components
or aspects which are themselves incommensurable and may be
incompatible with one another. The negative and positive ideas rep-
resent two key aspects of liberty - non-interference and autonomy
- which stand in just such a pluralist relationship. In this light both
the inversion and confusion theses serve to illustrate the deeper
theme of value pluralism and the errors of monism. Monism
encourages the confusion of distinct values by holding out the
promise that they can all be embraced by a single seamless system.
Consequently, monism abets liberty's inversion by allowing it to be
identified with obedience to the demands of the true self or the
nation's historical mission, and so forth.

Note that if negative and positive liberty are basic, although
incommensurable, human goods, then we have a further reason to
reject myth 3, the belief that Berlin simply dismisses positive liberty
in favour of negative. In fact, he explicitly acknowledges positive
liberty to be 'a valid universal goal' (L,39). He is clear that some
versions of positive liberty capture real and important aspects of
human well-being not present in the negative idea, such as libera-
tion from internal or psychological constraints, or liberation from
alien political rule. Berlin urges us to be wary of ways in which the
positive idea can be abused, even inverted, but not to reject the
concept as incoherent or lacking value.
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here.la These criticisms can be roughly aligned with the following
theoretical or political perspectives: analytical philosophy, social-

ism, liberalism, republicanism, feminism and postmodernism. In
evaluating these critiques,I shall pay special attention to the value-
pluralist dimension of Berlin's argument. This often clarifies
berlin's purpose, and defuses some objections while enhancing
others.

1-. Is the negøtiue-posítiae distìnction inoølid?

Some philosophers have questioned whether the negative-positive
distinction drawn by Berlin, or any such distinction, is valid or
useful. The best-known argument along these lines is that of Gerald
MacCallum, Jr., who sees Berlin as claiming that there are just 'two
fundamentally different kinds of freedom'.ls In one passage he
seems to attribute to Berlin the view that these two concepts are,

respectively, 'freedom from' and 'freedom to'.ró Rathel says
MacCallum, freedom is always both from and to. There is just one
valid concept of freedom, which always takes a 'triadic' form such
that an agent is said to be free from some constraint fo act or refrain
from acting in some way. Disputes about the nature of freedom
should be understood as disputes about the proper content of the
three variables. This is a more fruitful model for understanding
freedom than Berlin's, MacCallum thinks, because it enables us to
account for many different views rather than forcing all views into
just two camps.

To this Berlin could reply, first, that MacCallum is a victim or per-
petuator of myth 1, the assumption that Berlin's distinction is
intended to be exhaustive. It is MacCallum, not Berlin, who claims
his analysis is exhaustive, and who might be accused of forcing all
conceptions of freedom into a structure that does not apply in all
cases.rT Thus Berlin, in his later reply to MacCallum, argues briefly
that freedom can be 'from' without being 'to': that we can seek
release from constraints without conceiving of any particular goal
which that release would make possible (L,36 n. 1). But this may
not be Berlin's best response. Among other things, it unnecessarily
encourages another frequent misunderstanding of Berlin's analysis,
namely that his negative-positive distinction can be understood
simply as marking off 'freedom from' and 'freedom to'. Call this
myth 4. Berlin does use the'from/to' formulation in passing (L,36
n. 1,178), but it is clearly no more than a sketchy shorthand for the

However, it is also true that for Berlin a liberal political order is
associated with special attention to-negative liberty. positive liberty
is a legitimlt-e- good from a pluralist point of view, but negativê
liberty_should be accorded a more cential role in the context õf pol-
itics. 'Pluralism', Berlin concludes, 'with the measure of ,,negative,,

liberty it entails, seems to me a truer and more humane ideãl than
the goals of those who seek in the great disciplined, authoritarian
structures the ideal of-"positive" self-mastery by classes, or peoples,
or the whole of mankind' (L,2'16). The reasons for this emphasis
have already been given. on the one hand, Berlin associates tlie pos-
itive idea with a tendency to utopianism and authoritarianism by
way of the false and dangerous doctrine of moral monism. On thã
other hand, he links negative liberty with the clearing of a space for
choice, a goal in keeping with pluralism. How far theie asso"iations
can rightly be maintained is a further question, but I shall return to
this in chapters 6 and7.

To summarize the trajectory of Berlin's argument in ,Two Con-
cepts', his initial distinction between negative non-interference and
positive self-mastery yields political implications which can be

[ace{ through 
-three progressively deepening levels of thought.

First, Berlin applies the distinction specifically io the Cold war con-
text: negative liberty is the guiding ideal of the liberar-democratic
west, positive liberty that of the authoritarian Communist states.
In the hands of the communists and others, the positive idea has
become twisted into the opposite of genuine liLerty: the inver-
sion thesjs. secondly, the inversion of positive liberty is an instance
of a wider problem, that of allowing liberty, especially positive
liþe1ty, to- be run together with orher goods ihat ôught io be kept
distinct: the confusion thesis. This poinl suggests a criiique not oniy
of communism but also of post-coloniaf ñationalism and other
political positions. Finally, both inversion and confusion are cases
of- a deeper-problem still, namely the denial of value pluralism,
which is endemic in western political thought as a wholè. It is the
tendency to moral monism that has opened the door to the totari-
tarian inversion of liberty in the modern age, and to the confusion
of values more generally.

The critics

'Two Concepts' has generated an immense critical literature, and I
can select only the most prominent lines of argument to discuss
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more complex distinction he has in mind between non-interference
and self-mastery.

A more effective reply to MacCallum may be that Berlin's dis-
tinction is actually consistent with the triadic analysis. On this view
the negative and positive ideas could be seen as two broad schools
of opinion on how we should give content to MacCallum's three
variables. Negative liberty could be understood as the absence of
human interference with the purposes, whatever they may be, of
the 'empirical' self; positive liberty as the mastering of obstacles
preventing the realization of the 'true' or authentic self. Indeed
MacCallum seems to allow this.rs A problem with this reading is
that Berlin suggests, in both the original essay and the later Intro-
duction to Four Essays on Liberty (1969), that the subject of negative
liberty could be eithér empiricai or authentic (L,37,t'St). t thiñk this
should be treated as a mistake on Berlin's part, since it fits so badly
with his central argument, the inversion thesis. Throughout most of
'Two Concepts' the notion of the dual self is presented as peculiar
to positive liberty, as that which distinguishes it from negative
liberty, and that which makes the positive idea susceptible to inver-
sion in a way that negative liberty is not.

To say that the negative and positive ideas can be seen as rival
accounts of the content of MacCallum's triad is to present them
as altellative conceptio¡zs of liberty within a single overarching
concept.le This is a controversial reading of Berlin, because some
oitics have followed MacCallum in supposing that Berlin insists on
the negative and positive ideas as wholly distinct concepts with
nothing in common.2o Here is another point at which the þluralist
dimension of Berlin's argument should be borne in mind. If we
approach the concept/conceptions issue in isolation from Berlin's
pluralism, his position is simply inconsistent, since the text contains
clear evidence of both views (compare L,204 and 212). But if we
recall the pluralist background, we can see why Berlin seems to be
insisting on two concepts: non-interference and self-mastery are
incommensurable values. At the same time, we can see that the dis-
tinctness that Berlin wants to stress here need not exclude the notion
of common ground between the two ideas (an overarching concept
of liberty) altogether. Incommensurability can obtain not only
between different goods (e.9. liberty and equality) but also within
a single good, if it is a complex one like liberty, among its compo-
nent parts or aspects.'' That, I suggest, is the case here. Negative
and positive liberty are forms or aspects of liberty, although forms
which invoke incommensurable goods. What they have in common
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is not necessarily a single 'essence' but perhaps a looser 'family
resemblance'." Tltis is a quite plausible way of reading Berlin con-
sistently with MacCallum. If so, Berlin's negative-positive distinc-
tion holds.23

2. Is Berlin's defínition of negatiae liberty
too nanow?

The next issue concerns the boundaries and politics of the negative
idea. Berlin is sometimes accused of taking an excessively narrow
view of what counts as a constraint on negative liberty, and there-
fore of what it is to be free in the negative sense. In particular, some
critics have complained that on Berlin's view a person's negative
liberty can be obstructed only by the deliberate interference of other
people. This seems to ignore two other potent constraints on free-
dom: first, obstacles internal to the person, including ignorance, fear
and other psychological states; secondly, external obstacles not
caused deliberately, such as poverty.

The first of these disputed areas has been prominently explored
by Charles Taylor.2a Täylor accuses Berlin of accepting an 'extreme'
or 'crude' version of negative liberty as exclusively the absence of
external obstacles (physical or legal) to an agent's potential actions.
This crude view, held previously by Hobbes and Bentham, rejects
more complex conceptions of liberty as self-realization, which in-
volve the absence of internal, psychological constraints. In Berlin's
case, negative liberty is confined to the absence of external con-
straints in order to foreclose the sort of argument, based on the pos-
sibility of internal divisions within the self, that leads to liberty's
inversion. But the crude negative idea is indefensible, Täylor argues.
If it were true, I would be less free in Britain, where ubiquitous
traffic lights represent many external obstacles to my potential
actions, than in Albania, where religious worship is prohibited but
there are many fewer traffic lights. The truth is that my freedom is
genuinely diminished by laws that prevent me from worshipping
as I choose, but not by my having to obey traffic signals. Genuine
freedom therefore involves not merely the absence of obstacles but
the absence of obstacles to my 'significant' purposes, and these may
as easily be internal as external to my personality.

Täylor's critique is less convincing than it may at first appear.
First, it should be recalled that Berlin, unlike Hobbes and Bentham,
does not reject the idea of freedom as involving liberation from
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internal constraints. He allows the notion of internal constraints aspart of his conception of positive liberty. Also, since the negativs
and..positive.categories are not exhaustive, he leaves open the pos_
sibility oj gther conception-s of liberty that recogniru i"te."d äon_
straints. within the idea of negative iiberty, tho"ugh, it is true that
Berlin seems to deny the possibility of intârnal cõnshaints. Is thiì
view not unduly narrow? Ignorancê, ilusion, fear, mentar ilness -all these can prevent us notõnly from acting authentically (positive
liberty), but also, more simpry, f.o* doin{what *" -ígilt other-
wise do (negative liberty). why shourd Beilin not expanà'negative
liberty to include relief irom internal constraints?

. The problem is that to do so he wourd need to invoke the idea of
the true or authentic self, thereby collapsing negative liberly into
positive and abandoning what is distirrctivð in Ir,e negative idea.
suppose that fear prevents me from sky-diving. Does m! fear make
me unfree? It does so only if my fear isþroperiy seen as â constraint.
But does my fear constrain my wish to;kyåive, or would it be truer
!:.rl{ that my rty-{iyilg ambitions conótrain my usual prudence?
which.of these possibilities is true will depend oí whethär I can be
identified more fully with the fearful or þrudent part of my per-
sonality. or with the adventurous sky-diving part. in other *o.¿s,
to speak of freedom from constraints internãl to the personality is
inevitably to be involved in judgements of authenticity - that is, to
enter the te*itory of p-osjtive li6erty, Taylor's argumént threatens,
in effect, to interpret all freedom ajposítirre freeäom, the freedom
ot the authentic self. That would be a mistake, Berlin could rightly
Ieply, since it would exclude the genuine sense of liberty captured
by the negative idea, the notion ol the freedom to do wÉatuir". -.might want to do, whether it is authentic to us or not.

. 
A similar point can be made_against another aspect of Täyror,s

view. Even if we accept his claim that negative liberty sÍrould
include the absence of internal constraints, iiis a further question
whether these (or external obstacles) must be thought of 'u, 

"o._straints.on 'significant' purpojsel: To think this is toïrite ,signifi-
cance' into the definition of liberty: to be free is then io be
unimpeded in pursuing only what ii'significant'; to be prevented
ff.ol p.trr,ring purposes deemed (by whom?) insignifiåant is no
clrmrnution of freedom at all. Berlin resists such movés, rightly. The
freedom to_ pursue trivial or'insignificant' purposes is stilifr"édo-.
Genuine liberty must.include thã riberty io'!o to the good or the
bad in one's own way', to 'commit blunáers,, ãven ,to d"o evil' (pOI,
1'82; L,91; FIB,22)' such freedom may not be as valuable as other
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r,¡nds in some or even most situations; there may often be good

;;; to trade it for some other value. But that does not disqual-

iäji 
^, 

freedom. Moreover, the freedom to act as one pleases, for
'"å"ã o. ill, has its own value, which is incommensurate with that

åiin" freedom to act significantly or authentically.-The negative

iá"â ru*ui.rs necessary tó capture this dimension of freedom and

its value, and Berlin is correct to insist on it'
'"-A final question raised by Taylor's discussion is whether, and if
so how, freãdom can be measured.Taylor argues that the narrowness

ái Berlinian negative liberty prevents us from judg]ng accurately

whether we are more or less free under alternative political systems.

ön Be.lin,s negative view, where what matters is the absence of

external constrãints on whatever one might wish to do, we may be

iår.ua to the counter-intuitive conclusion that Britain is on the

*ttol" less free than Albania because many more potential actions

are obstructed by British traffic lights than by Albanian proscription

of religion. But Berlin's negative conception .implies -no 
such con-

clusioñ. 'The extent of my [negativel freedom' depends not only on
,how many possibilities are open to me'but also on other factors,

including'hòw important' those possibilities are, either in my own
life planãr according to 'the general sentiment of society' (L,177n';

,"" äbo 211). That is, Berlin cán agree with Täylor that the extent of
freedom is in part a matter of the importance of the freedom con-

cerned, but disagree, for the reasons already given, that judgements

of importance should be written into the definition of negative

freedóm itself. The incidence of negative liberty 
-is 

one thing, the

value or weight it should be accorded is another.2s

A second iet of issues concerning the boundaries of negative

liberty has been raised by critics sympathetic to socialism. They

have complained that since only deliberate acts of interference

count as obstacles to negative liberty on Berlin's vieW he thereby

rules out poverty as an óbstacle, and so rules out¿ conception of
negative lìberty"as involving relief from poverty.26 The objection
coñnects with the formal-effective distinction introduced earlier.

Berlin's narrow view of negative liberty, it is said, amounts to
a merely formal freedom. This contrasts with those effective con-

ceptioná according to which liberty is a capacity to act on one's

desires, a capacity made possible by the possession of any nec-

essary resouices.-lf freedóm is merely negative or formaf then

policies aiming at the relief of poverty cannot be justified in
ierms of freedãm. Rather, freedom is strictly a matter of non-
interfer-ence with people's lives, and this suggests a policy of
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minimal government intervention as advocated by laissez-faire sy
classical liberals such as Herbert Spencer, Hayêk and 'Robert

Nozick.27 Such a view, it is said, resis on an aitificially narrow
understandjng of freedom, since freedom can surely be diminisheá
as effectively by poverty as by force or coercion.

On the question of whether poverty can obstruct liberty Berlin,s
comments are ambiguous, but in the light of the value-pluralist
thesis his answer is probably, no. The ambiguity of Berlin;s text is
illustrated by his concession that poverty èouid count as a con_
straint on negative liberty if it were the result of deliberate human
agency/ coupled with his silence as to whether this is in fact the best
understanding of poverty (L,1,69-10). The pluralist thesis, however,
suggests strongly that he intends to keep negative liberty separate
from relief from poverty, since for Berlin pluralism suppofts the
practice of maintaining distinctions among different goods in gen_
eral, and between liberty and other goods in particulár.

Howeveç it is one thing to clarify Berlin's position, another to
endorse it. If his view is that negative liberty excludes relief from
poverty, then there is justice in the complaint that Berlin,s position
is arbitrarily narrow. He admits that those who argue for the inclu-
sion of-poverty among the constraints on negative liberty do so
'very plausibly' (L,169). One such plausible aigument is ihe case
made by David Miller that negative liberty properly includes the
absence o{ ?"y constraint on a person for which o[her human beings
can be held morally responsible.2s Indeed, Berlin himself seems to
go even further in one place, apparently admitting as legitimate
obstacles to negative liberty constraints that are the uñintenãed con-

lequences of human 'arrangements' (L, 170). One can appreciate
Berlin's motives in wanting to respect the deep plurality of goods
and prevent the undue inflation of talk about liberty, but still con-
clude that he goes too far when he tries to draw a cleár line between
liberty and relief from poverty.

Even if Berlin has too narrow a conception of negative liberty,
however, such a conception does not commit him tó support fór
laissez-faire; nor does Berlin intend that it should. The belièf among
socialist writers that his view of freedom makes him an adherent of
'classical'-or laissez-faire liberalism could be called myth 5. Berlin,s
concern for negative liberty does not imply laissez-t'aire for two
reasons. First, sup-posing that the relief of poverty is not a species
of liberty, it is still an important good, and one- that justifies the
sacrifice of some liberty (L, 172-3). This again is in keeping with
Berlin's value pluralism: liberty is not the only good, añd ii does
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,.,ot always override others. An excessive exaltation of negative

iilrertv is precisely what is wrong with the 'unrestrained capitalist

".,-r'"titiot' 
championed by løissez-faire (L, 3B). Secondly, the pos-

i"55øn of resources, if not identical with liberty itsell is surely

^^o"5, 
the most important 'conditions' for the exercise of liberty

it, ggf. Berlin recognizes that sheer absence of interference may be

ol nttl" value to people without the means to take advantage of

it. Moreover, he is quite clear that laissez-t'øire is actually destructive

of negative liberty itsell since unrestrained capitalist competition

has leã historically to 'brutal violations of . . . basic human rights',

such as rights to free speech and association (L, 3B).

Berlin's political point here is not at all that negative liberty
implies laissez-t'aire. Rather, it is that if justice requires that we trade

ofi some degree of liberty in exchange for increased security or
capacity to act, then we should be clear that this is what we are

doing, and not pretend that we are increasing freedom without cost.

Berliñ can perhaps be faulted for pedantry in insisting on too sharp

a distinction between freedom and capacity, but not for lack of
balance or compassion in failing to condemn 'the bloodstained story
of economic individualism' (L, 38), nor for political blindness in
failing to see a role for the state in tackling poverty. I shall say more
about Berlin's commitment to economic redistribution in chapter B.

3. Is Beilin too hostile to positizte liberty?

More than Berlin's version of the negative-positive distinction
itself, and more than his policing of the boundaries of negative
liberty, the heart of his argument in 'Two Concepts' is his critique
of the positive idea. Another widespread objection to Berlin's dis-
cussion is that this critique is misplaced or at least exaggerated. In
its strongest form the objection is that Berlin mistakenly rejects pos-
itive liberty altogether, or that he holds the negative idea to be the
only valid conception of liberty. These interpretations of Berlin's
position I have already rejected under the heading of myth 3. It is
true, howevet, that the overall effect of Berlin's discussion is to
convey a wariness of positive liberty, a wariness that is not appar-
ent in anything like the same degree with respect to its negative
cousin. The implicit message seems to be that we had better avoid
positive notions of liberty where possible, especially as a political
ideal. The reason is that Berlin tends to associate positive liberty,
unlike negative liberty, with authoritarianism, with the confusion

B3
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of distinct ideas, and with moral monism. How far do these asso-
ciations hold true? could it be that Berlin, even if he does not dis_
miss positive liberty, still sells it short?

Many commentators, including many who share Berlin's liberal
convictions, luy" pointed.out that positive liberty is not ut*uy,
authoritarian in its implications, either historicalry oi conceptual$zi
The classical anarchists of the nineteenth ceniury, for åxample,
usually uphold a positive ideal of liberty, yet com6ine this with á
complete rejection of political authority.3' iierlin himself concedes
that.some- positive conceptions have taken distinctly individualisi
or liberal forms: the inner self-mastery of the stoics, ánd the notions
of rational and moral self-direction found in liberal thinkers includ-
ing Locke, Kant, J. S. Mill and T. H. Green. Common to these non_
auth_oritarian interpretations of the positive idea is an insistence that
the final authority on the content õf the authentic self is the indi-
vidual person_ rather-than any external authority or 'greater' self of
which the individual is a part. Berlin's rejoindãr is lhat this insis-
tence is 'a counsel of perfectio n' (L, 199) . It is too easy for the dic_
tator to reply that his subjects are not yet fully rationãl and that he
cannot wait for them to discipline themselveð. once we concede a
gap between the actual will and the ,real, will, the door is open to
the totalitarian temptation.

Berlin's view hereis surely too narrow. Even though he does not
di-smpg all positive liberty, he tends to exaggerate-the ease with
which its more individualist versions can be ðollapsed into its more
collectivist and authoritarian forms. Having conceded that the steps
by which this occurs are 'not always . . . logically reputable, (L,17g),
he ought to be more willing to allow ttrãt inãiviäualist readings
of positive liberty are stable enough. The passage from stoic self-
mastery tostalinist submission is in fact bioken-by several logical
pot-holes. Berlin is inclined to minimize these obsiacles by switch-
ing, when they appear, from conceptual argument to iristorical
observation: for whatever reason, it is the poðitirre rather than the
negative conception that has 'in fact, and as matter of history, been
more frequently abused (L, 181). But the sheer fact that an iáea has
been abused does not warrant its condemnation. The historical inci-
dence of certain distorted formg of positive riberty does not justify
Berlin's suspicion of positive liberty as such. Nor is the noíion of
the divided self sinister enough, on its own, to bear the weight of
concern that Berlin places on it. The idea of the true or autñentic
personality does not always lead to political oppression; indeed,
sometimes, as with the stoics, it is a site of resistanèe. on the whole,
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Berlin,s position on.positive liberty is too pessimistic,like someone

iîo p.opores the abolition of motor vehicles because they may be

.,""¿ for-the wrong ends'
""-lrio."orr"., Berliñ sells positive liberty short from a specifically

t¡tiral point of view. He does not fully appreciate the importance to

i;;r.f thought of one species of positive liberty in particular,

irr".lv personal autonomy. Liberals disagree among themselves

ulout *iri.h values are most fundamental to the liberal tradition,

[ut it ir at least arguable that the most important of all liberal goods

ir-.p".ro.ul autonõmy rather than negative liberty or toleration.3r

noi *uny liberals, negative liberty, although indispensable, does

,.,át captú.e the whole-of individual freedom. To be negatively free

is to bå unimpeded in acting on whatever desires one might happen

iá nuu". But those desires may well be the product of external influ-
ences, whether deliberate conditioning or routine socialization. In

either case, it is important to see that for a person's life to be truly
free, her actions must be 'her own' in a stronger sense than that

allowed by negative liberty. she must be prepared to take a critical

view of hér own desires, acting only on those she truly owns. This

is the ideal of personal autonomy. J. S' Mill, for example/ sees

freedom in its fullest sense as including the capacity of individuals
to make their own plan of life, requiring not just the absence of
interference but akó critical reflection oñ the claims of custom.32

Even if personal autonomy is not the fundamental liberal commit-
ment, it is surely at the heart of much modern liberalism, and

indeed of what makes liberalism attractive.33
Personal autonomy belongs to the positive rather than the nega-

tive family of freedoms, but it does not have authoritarian implica-
tions. It counts as a positive conception of liberty because it appeals
to a notion of the authentic rather than merely 'empirical' self. The
autonomous agent is prepared to question her own desires rather
than act on them uncritically. But the notion of authenticity invoked
here is not that of the 'true' self, the single pattern - that of a human
essence or national mission - to which the person must conform
in order to count as fully realized. Rather, liberal positive liberty
or autonomy consists in an open-ended process of authentication
consistent *ittr tt',u validity bf *uny different life plans.3a The
autonomous person on this view is one who stands back from
her beliefs, válues and projects to subject them to critical scrutiny
as worthy or unworthy of endorsement. The beliefs or values
which she endorses at this level are those with which she is pre-
pared to identify. On this account, authentic identity has no fixed
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content, but is created through a process of critical reflection ¿¡4
negotiation.

If liberal positive liberty is open-ended in this way, then it is not
susceptible to the sort of inversion and confusion that concern
Berlin, and it is not monistic. There will be no fixed conception of
the true self for the dictator to hold up as a justification for coer,
cion, only a process which is necessari[y internal to the individual.
Nor, for the same reason, will this kind-of autonomy be easily con-
fused with other goods, since it does not take the pursuit ór uny
particular good as its goal. Liberal autonomy may be assisted bj,
relief from poverty or by active political participation, but it is not
necessarily to be identified with either of thêse. Finally, in the
absence of any notion of the 'true' self, the link is broken between
this species of positive liberty and moral monism. Liberal auton-
omy is consistent with Berlin's value pluralism because it assumes
no uniquely valid conception of the-good life - hence no sirru ur'query vaucr conceprron ot tne goocl llte - hence no single
:"ii":l ranking of incommensurable values independently of ÈÍre
individual's own contextual judgement. Rather, ìhe autoíomous
person on the liberal view is one who negotiates her authentic iden-
tity among Fany different, incommensurable options. Indeed, the
existence of such options has been argued bpJoseph Raz to be
implied by-the valuing of personal autoiomy: íf áutoiromy is valu-
able, then there must be 'an adequate range' óf distinct optíons from
which the autonomous,agent èan chooie.3s Further, it might be
argued. that a.higher valuation of positive liberty as autonõmy is
not only consistent with Berlin's value pluralism but actually re-
quired by it. I shall develop this point irrchapter 7.36

To.sum up, Berlin is indeed too critical of pôsitive riberty. He does
not_simply dismiss the idea, and he is right to draw atteniion to the
authoritarian potential in certain versiois of it, but he exaqserates
the slipperiness of the slope that leads from the stoics tõ"statin.
However, although this is a significant flaw in his account, it is
understandable in the political context he was addressing. Also, it
is not fatal to.his general view. To say that Berrin ought tõbe more
enthusiastic than he is about personai autonomy is nõt to take issue
with his deepest commitments. Indeed, in chápter 7 I shall argue
lhat a case for personal autonomy as central tó riberalism follõws
from Berlin's deepest commitments, in particular his commitment
to pluralism.
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4. Does Berlin exclude or underoøIue fteedom
øs non-dominøtion?
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Another line of criticism comes from the 'republican' tradition of

"áliti.ul 
thought, which emphasizes the centrality to human well-

íái"s, of activã participation in the public sphere in service of the

ão*i.on good. Àgainst this background, two writers in-particular,

ijuentin S--kinner ãnd Philip Pettit, have argued that Berlin's analy-

Js of liberty unduly neglects a distinctively republican conception

li rre"aom. on this conception, liberty is constrained not only, 
-as

án tn" negative view, by actual interference or coercion, but also by

it," pot"ttliul for interference'37 A slave remains a slave even when

his master does not interfere with him. What makes him a slave is

ihe fact that his master always has the power to interfere, even if
ihut po-". is not exercised. We are unfree not only when others

.o"ró" us but also when we are dependent on others,living in their
power, at their mercy' Consequently, to be free is not only to be

irncoerced but to be free from the domination or power of others.

I shall call this the idea of freedom as 'non-domination', follow-
ing Pettit.38 Pettit alleges that the effect of Berlin's focus on the

ne"gative-positive distinction is to 'conceal from view' or to 'fore-

cloie' non-domination as a legitimate third option'3e Skinner's com-

olaint is harder to pin down. In his earlier work he accused Berlin
äf uncritically accepting a modern orthodoxy to the effect that
negative non-interference is the only valid conception of liberty,
thðreby ruling out by definition the older republican or 'neo-roman'
traditiôn.ao Mõre recently, skinner qualifies this criticism somewhat.
He now credits Berlin with being aware of the republican tradition,
but still sees him as insisting that 'the essence of liberty' is non-
interference, and thus as contributing to a modern tendency that
has 'contrived to ignore' freedom as non-domination.at

Non-domination should be acknowledged as an important
dimension of freedom, but the republican attack on Berlin is mis-
directed. Pettit's claim that Berlin's focus on negative and positive
Iiberty 'forecloses' other possibilities is, once again, evidence-of the
persiétence of myth 1. Birlin does not rule out the possibility of
ireedom as non-domination. Skinner's earlier position, and to some
extent his current view, seem to rely on myth 3, contrary to which
Berlin does not claim that the only legitimate conception of liberty
is the negative one. Berlin describes the negative idea as the 'ordi-
nary' meãning of liberty and tells us to be wary of the positive
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notion. But it should be clear by nory that he sees the positive con-
ception as a- genuine expression of liberty, albeit susceptible if
abuse. Thus he does not insist that interference or force orìoercion
are the only constraints on freedom.

Indeed, Berlin cou.ld consistently acknowledge the validity of
freedom as non-domination. He actualry comes-close to doin! s-s
when he writes that negative liberty involves not just the absence
of coercion but 'security from coercion' (L,201; my emphasis), anì
that 'the extent of my social or political freedom consists in the
absence of obstacles 19t mele]y tõ m1' actual, but to my potential,
choices' (L,32). According to skinner, Èerlin denies that áeþendencã
can be a constraint on liberty when he 'confidently' rupurui", liberÇ
from 'status' or 'recognition'.a2 But status and recógniiion in Berhnå
sense are not the same as non-dependence in the iepublican sense.
A person or group could be respected and recogniåed as possess-
ing the capacity for self-government, yet still Le in the de factopower of other persons or groups. This is Berlin's point when he
says that decolonization does not always wholly riberate. And even
if non-domination were equivalent to recognition, Berlin does not
'confidently' distinguish.recognitio. flo* Iiberty. on the contrary,
he allows that recognition overlaps both n"gátirru and positivé
:gy91of liberty, so as ro constitute ,a hybrid fórm of freedom, (L,
205,206), as I noted earlier in connection with the confusion thesis.

. Thg upshot is that these lines of republican attack on Berlin fail,
but.also, more positively, that there is plenty of room in Berlin,s
position to acknowledge republican non-domination as a legitimate
dimension of freedom. Thié can be done either by extendiñg nega-
tive liberty to include the absence of dependencã, or by iníerprêt-
ing- the positive idea to embrace non-dõmination as an aspeit of
authentic self-direction, or by conceiving of non-dominatión as a
different kind of freedom altogether. Berlin's view leaves all these
options open.

Pettit goes further, however, alleging that non-domination is not
only valid but superior to negative liberty as a poritical ideal. The
principal-advantage of non-domination is that ìt brings a greater
degree of. certainty or security.a3 The person who is í."" õr,ly in
the negative sense always stands in danger of interference fïom
more powerful people, but those who põssess freedom as non_
domination. are by definition relieved of that possibility.

vligus lines of reply are possible. First, Beiri. mighi remind the
republicans that although non-domination is valuãble, so too is
negative liberty. or, to put it another way, although dependence is
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a threat to freedom, so too are force and coercion.an The emancipated

î,"" is no longer in the legal power of his master, but may s_till be

åäärlr"a by thã lynch mob-. \{hether we can.say that either of these

|.,î."tt r is more important ihan the other, all things considered, is

lî,Utf"f. Sometimeã coercion is more of a problem, sometimes

ião"na"r,.". Negative non-interference is sometimes more Press-
i]-*n"r"u, t oñ-do*ination is more urgent at other times. This

iiSi ir reinforced by Berlin's value pluralism. If non-interference

unî no"-aomination are distinct valuês, then they may.properly be

L"r.ded as incommensurable. In that case they cannot be subjected

tãiîv uur.lute ranking, at least in the abstract. Later (in chapter 6)

i st,ait argue that particular circumstances-may- generate reasons

i",ã* oñe incommensurable good above the other, but even then

ålff"r"nt circumstances will justify different rankings. Before we

"^n 
i"ae" that non-domination always or generally trumps non-

int"ífu.ðr,.", we shall have to review a substantial range of cases'

ii-t¡u uUru"ce of such a case-by-case review, the most we can safely

"av is that if value pluralism is true, then in some circumstances

i.,ä-áo*i"ution wili outrank non-interference, whereas in other

cases the reverse will be true.
I conclude that Pettit's insistence on the superiority of freedom

as non-domination over negative liberty is at least not,proved. on
ihe whole, the republican cãse for non-domination need not be pre-

sented as a criticism of Berlin, since he could agree with the essen-

tials of that case. He could accept that non-domination captures a

valid and important aspect of 
-freedom, 

and that freedom from

deoendence is in generai no less valuable than freedom from coer-

cioi. He does not-hold up negative liberty as an absolute or over-

riding ideal; it is at mosf the safer political option in comparison

withþositive liberty. He acknowled_ges that there are many cases

where rival values ánd principles will justify the sacrifice or restric-

tion of negative liberty. There is nothing in Berlin to say that such

countervailing values'could not include non-domination, whether

conceived as"a species of freedom or as a goo-d independent of
freedom. That is,ihere is nothing to prevent Berlin from accepting

that non-domination outranks or qualifies negative liberty across

some substantial range of cases. Hè would only add, rightly, that
(1) non-domination d'oes not always outrank non-interference; (2)

when it does, we should be clear about the precise terms of the

trade-off involved; and (3) there must always be at least some

minimal area of non-interference, some impassable 'frontiers of
freedom', if a society is to count as'free' (L,17L,173,209-11)' These
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ffiitl:ä::ts 
need not, and probably would nor, be dispured by the

5. Are Be.rlin's conceptíons of tiberty bíased
øgøinst u)omen and other groips?

A further line of criticism stems from feminist and poststructuraristor postmodernist perspectives. Feminists have r.iu"J i^ Bu.lin,,analysis materiar fõr boìh agreement and disput".-dr"" h;;e beenhupqy t9 
-ufg".3t to either ñegative or positiïe hberty, orïorh, asworthy idears.a. Liberar femiiists, for exampre, havä såught theexpansion of negative riberties when they t uul .ádua.roit"r.,Triuu.u-tion of women from discriminatory regar and ro.iur-"orrrtraints.

Radicat feminists have.someti*"s u'.g"äa for.rhe,lrã"jä!ïi^g 
"rwomen's_positive riberty.by promotiñg what they seeaíuì" .uimsof an authenticailv remále iaentity hitierto marginarized by patriarchy. Another viéw is that positiríe liberty is preîerable to nägativefrom a feminist nerspective, because poritirré riberty iãår,ürì", tt uself with 

"o**.r'ity,, thereby connectiñg with a distinctively femareethic of 'care' baseä o., ''rul,,r", of relationstrìñ;;;;;ä 
""^_munity and negotiation.a7

A more hostile feminist response is that both negative and posi-tive conceptions of riberty ougirt to be rejected, because both containan inherently mascurine-biaslDiana coôre, f; 
";;pË;;Ë;rs twomain reasons for this. First, to- emphasize negative non_interferenceis to promote the standard riberar commitm"ent to 

" 
p.iuut" realmof society in which public intervention is forbidden o.'air.o,rrug"a.Yet.it is this privatô rearm, inct"aing ttr-e familt;nä påriräi, .i"ilsociety mor.e broadly, that has beeria traditional ,itJ oi-*å*u.,,s

oppression.4s To thisBerrin courd repry that u"y r."u ,á.iåii'.n,rr,maintain some boundary berween pitÉti. 
""J íil;t", i"^ìií", ,"y

î:1,::î:r1^1.- rr place some timit's on whar tn" ,tutu mavìegitimatery cro to peopre' The absence of any such rimits is píeciíerythe definition-of iotaritarianirm. co"rirtentry with constitutionalrestraints, a state may justry intervene in civil soci"t/""a in"iàmilywhere necessary in bíderio ,u..rr" ttre well_bein;;i;"yËrr"".
The pluralist oútrook is again r"ru*.rt nure to reñnd usihät.,eg-ative liberty is not the oniy good. But in any case, negative libertyrequires non-interference 

- 

w:i th ind ividuars, not' non"-int"ir"*r,."with families or civil society. state intervention in these u.ãu, *uybe justified, obviously enoúgh, in the-name of negative liberty, in
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.,rder to secure jndividuals, including women/ from coercion and

|if;ãr táãt"nt forms of constraint (including poverty' as I have

utuinti'r".ond reason Coole of f ers f or regarding,,B*ltl- : 
negative

unå'iorìritle conceptions of liberty-as i-nhereñtly gender-biased

rvar,vs on the clarms of poststructuialists and-postmodernists' The

::;'I;;¿ is that the negative and positive ideas presuPpose.Par-

iliiåiï;"ã?-*,"-r"tfîr subject bf freedom thát are essentiallv

::ç'*i*S":'*läÎ.:$':i,i"'ffiï":ff :'få:'|;i:å"i3i
:1:ï;';i;"ãitø"ut exclusion and dowñ-valuing of vulnerable
IUI Lr¡ ]{t

socialgroupssucnaswomen'-Inparticular'Berlin'snegativeliberty
r¡nondS uoon 'a rather specific, iiberal, Enlightenment view of the

äiä;.ìi;äy r; potentially rational.ae.Positive liberty, despite its

lãî,r*" *ith'negåtive liberiy, glr.a-res with it the ideal of the ratio-

"ãïr"ff 
as the prðp"r subject'of liberty, in this case asserting itself

ï-"f*, not onþ eiternal'constraints 6ut also internal, psychologi-

:Íruil;l"r rú.t as the passions.s' Both conceptions of liberty

ill"r"Uu celebrate reason and exclude or downgrade those aspects

ïiñ;îum;" self associated with the non-rational: 'its passions,

ä;i;;;t;dy and dreams; its madness, instincts' emotions and

ä;;r;;;,:ri Áío"g with these various shadows of reason, this

*iiá"t excludes"and disvalues those grgugs traditionally associ

ãt"J*i,t, them: the mad, the sexually-defiant' and women. The

negative and positive conceptions of liberty, far from pointing

;iä;;; io t irÀu" überarion, are complicit in our continuing

unfreedom.
This objection reads into Berlin a series of assumptions that are

not onlv absent from his view but actually antithetical to it' Berlin's

ää;i'üátiäiiu"rty does not p.es,.rppose a'rational' bur rather

u,..*äittl".ãli sey, aefíne¿ by a contingeirt set of beliefs, values and

ilri,.;) any of which.ttuy bu non-rational. It is preciseþ the iden-

tification of freedom witñ rationality (and virtué) that Berlin finds

obiectionable in some of those versiôns of positive liberty to which

nã'it t""t, clearly opposed. The idea of freedom' he believes' must

leave room for our u.ii.rg in ways that are not rational or even desir-

u¡t" (pol, 1.82; L, gt; il,i,zz) - álthough how such freedoms should

be erraluated in particular cases is añother matter' The same basic

point applies to positive liberty' The idea of rational self-mastery-is

fiil;iJäø"'oiitr" broad þositive category, which includes the

iilä;frp""-""a.¿ autonomy I discusseã earlier in connection

with the liberal critique.
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once more, these points are reinforced by the varue-pluralist
dimension of Berlin's-t\ought, which stresses the 

^"riipriiity unaincommensurability of the.óptions facing both the p".roi-, 
"nobringin 

. 
a space of nega_tive liberty and tie p"rron seeking to beautonomous. In neither case does 'reasorf or ,morality7 in the

abstract p-oint to a single telos at which the free purror,-rirrì uim.
Berlin's pluralism doeð impry certain limits to thå tegitirnate.ange
of options, limits defined 6y-a common 'human horizon, å"a ¡li"
'central core'of goods acknowledged to be universal, as I shall show
in chapter 6. But those universal ltimits and-goods a.e very broaaty
defined. In general, the idea of value pluraißm ought to't 

" 
àttru.-

tive.to many-of those who have beeñ drawn to iostmode.nism.Berlin himself exhibits certain tendencies that ^postrnoàårnists

TlI fi"d. sympathetic: notably his intense suspición of the scien-
tistic strain within the Enlightenment, and his .rìtio., of the incom-
mensurability -of goods and the distinctness of curtures and
hlstorical epochs. Value pluralism, in short, may satisfy much ofthe postmodernists' 

.sense of the legitimate .r,,rítipti.ity oi *o.ut
experience, but without the extreme relativism thai logically
cuts the- ground from beneath any postmodernist attempt io%rgru
for a coherent political p.og.u-*".tt

6. Is Beilín,s anølysis outdøted?

A final objection is that Berlin's treatment of freedom is now largely
irrelevant, because it was directed against a totalitarian threat that
has now receded.s3 This objection haJan air of futility uùo"t iç ,i.,""
Berlin s essay manifestry' continues to fascinat" 'r"uny -r"uau.r,

including some quite hostile to its concrusions. rne áisiinction
betwe€n ne€ative and positive riberty is stil appried to topics as

1a¡ied.:: flu" speech and porno grâphy, Norihern lrelaiJ and
Arrrca."'As for the critique of positive liberty, the objection betrays
both an unwarranted cómphóency about oú, .,r.r"rrt poritical en-vironment and a one-dimensional understanding 'oi Èãrlin,s
multi-dimensional text.

Recall the three levels of Berrin's argument. First, the inversion
thesis continues to resonate. As conteniporary international terror-
ism has made all too crear, the idea thåt fibération .u" uu ,o"g],t
lhlg"sh total identification with an ideal which is greate. it u" *,"
individual, and which is believed to be legitimately"enforc"ut-t" uy
massive use of violence, is alive and flóurishing in our world.

Two Concepts of Liberty

However, it is the second and third levels of 'Two Concepts' that

ãre, perhaps, the most important for us nory namely_ the confusion

thesís and the related theme of value pluralism. Berlin's separation

of the two freedoms, and of freedom under any definition from

other goods, is a master-class on the subject of the radjcal Plurality
of values and the political implications of that plurality. The first

step in appreciating the incommensurability of human-goods is to

se" thu.t ut fully distinct' Once that is achieved, we can begin to see

the true nature of the hard choices that politics generates, the con-

sequent need for trade-offs and compromises, and the shallowness

of ihose views which deny the reality of uncompensated moral and
political loss, whether the wishful utopianism of those on the left
ior whom all good causes coalesce, or the narrow cost-benefit
analysis favoured by some on the right. This remains an invaluable
lesson for the politics of the twenty-first century.

Summary

In 'Two Concepts of Liberty', Berlin presents a classic formulation
of the distinction between negative and positive liberty, and pro-
ceeds to a subtle, multi-layered critique of the positive idea. All
things considered, his argument has stood up remarkably well to
the waves of criticism to which it has been subjected, especially
when reconsidered in the light of his value pluralism. Some of that
criticism, it is true, reveals real shortcomings in Berlin's position.
These include his excessively narrow definition of negative liberty,
with its apparent exclusion of poverty as a genuine restraint on
freedom, ána nis undervaluing, from a liberal perspective, of posi-
tive liberty conceived as personal autonomy. Many other objections,
however, have been less well founded' Among these are some that,
through their persistent misreading of the text, deserve the status
of m¡hs: (1) the assumption that the negative and positive cate-

goriei are intended to be exhaustive of the idea of liberty;- (2) the
ðlaim that Berlin confuses positive liberty as autonomy with effec-

tive freedom and with political participation; (3) the allegation that
Berlin's critique of positive liberty amounts to outright rejection and
that he thinkè negátive liberty is the only legitimate concePtion; (4)

the belief that his negative-positive distinction is merely between
freedom 'from' and 'to'; (5) the assertion that Berlin's endorsement
of negative liberty implies a case for laissezJair¿. Further critical
arguments, although not based on myths concerning the text, are
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also mistaken. These incrude the rejection of the negative-positive
distinction U¡ UacÇ{tum; Täylor,s argument that n"egativJ libertvmust acknowledse internal as well as eîternar constrai'nts;J;;rl,
be directed onhi to 'significant; 

";¡;; rhe repubrican craim thatBerlin rules out'freedoä u, ,,or,-do*ínation, and pettit,s furtherargument that non-domination is not only distin.t r.á. r,ågutiuu
llberly but superior ro iu rhe feminist and pästmoJ;trt;.g"ments
that both negative and positive conceptións invorve excruSive andoppressive notions of the subject. All these objections f"il---
,*Y::::"fl ,j11. po'ilive áchievemenr ot'lr*ã*ôä."ptr, is
:111T-" lb interpret the essay merely as an exercise in Coid Warrnetorc, or even as an important contribution to the anarysis offreedom, is to underestimatð irs depth, f";;"-;;J *bii"ìy. iri"'r, rr"_damentally, 'Two concepts' is an exproration of the po*ål*r" irony
111 s",lrirtoricitv or ideas. The pðwer of ideas iå i*pii.iiln tn.way öerlln sets out the probrem: the two rival conceptions of libertyinfluence the fate of milions. The dark i-"y oi *"ãri'r,,r*un
,l!:ught is exemplified by the way the posirive idea of liberty, which
Degan as a genuin",uld. important expression of human fíeedom,
5;. 

gradually zubverted to bãcome a tåor or u"inorituii* pìriri.r.
llTlLI*: Concepts' demonstrares rhe cenrratiry of the hisiorical
:ï:,y",1,r1,1"y proper understanding of ideas. ihe corruption ofposlrrve rrþertv can be. grasped onry by tracing the stages of itsdevelop.ment ín distant ãnd^sometiríes'ooscure recesses of moraland, political thought. Ultimately, Berlin believes, tnu ,oåt ofmodern authoritarianism rie very deep indeed, in the monist foun_dations of mainstream Western ího,rgi",t as a whole.

q

The Enlightenment ønd its Critics

Berlin's account of the modern betrayal of freedom, traced in the
previous two chapters, is only the first layer of his archaeology of
twentieth-century totalitarianism. In 'Two Concepts of Liberty' he
suggests that the foundations of modern tyranny lie in still lower
strata of European though¡ ultimately in the moral monism that he
believes is central to the Western philosophical tradition. To this he
opposes his value pluralism. Before exploring Berlin's pluralism,
however, I should first consider an intermediate level of Berlin's
excavation, namely the role of the Enlightenment and its opponents,
the Counter-Enlightenment and romanticism. This theme became
central to his work in the 1960s and 1970s, and is important for two
reasons. First, it provides a further illustration of Berlin's charac-
teristic method in the history of ideas, the practice of imaginative
empathy - indeed, not only an illustration but also a theoretical
defence. Secondly, and more importantly, it deepens and illumi
nates the links between Berlin's analysis of authoritarianism and
freedom, on one side, and his understanding of value pluralism and
monism, on the other.

Berlin's attitude to the Enlightenment and its opponents is
complex. Although committed to the moral and political ideals of
the French philosophes, he is hostile to what he sees as their charac-
teristic scientism, which he links with Marx and ultimately with
Soviet totalitarianism. The Counter-Enlightenment and romanti-
cism, on the other hand, lead to another kind of totalitarianism,
namely fascism, through the rejection by thinkers like Maistre and
Hamann of the ideals of reason and humanism. Yet Berlin also sees

-


